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Introduction
'It is not a Nintendo game. It is a tough battlefield where people are
risking their lives' SC/Jwarzkopf (1)

It is interesting btl[ not unexpected that General Schwarzkopf had to make this exhortation to the media.
This 'Ninlendo' image of war was. however. poruayed by the military themselves in their initial briefings.
Clearly there was no willingness to divnlge (he detail of the operation, so a hungry press was fed pictures of
the snccessful performance of the Coalition weapons. Modern telecommunications allowed the entire
world to bare witness to the dramatically effectivc impact of high technology weapon systc::.ms. Real time
broadcasts were available for the rust time and as such the Gulf War developed into an immensely
successful media event. The mcdia's fascination with the technologies employed in battle and their access
availability to real time coverage meant that the world saw a high speed low casna]ty conflict. [ndeed, the
world could believe that war can now be prosecuted with high technology weapons that minimisc collateral
damagc whilst protecting the lives of their operators. Technology's decisive impact on the Gulf War, it
seems, had finally fulfilled the expeclalions of its proponents and put to rest in their favour the debate on
the role of technology and strategy.
This debate became increasingly prominent amongst military theorists immediately aftcr World War Two.
One of the earliest proponents of tcchnology in war, General J.F.C. Fuller, wrote in 1946 that it should be
lhe leading edge of military preparedness. He pointed out that. other things being eqnal, thc country which
best exploited modem technology would be victorious in war. In rclation
little distinction between strategic and tactical levels of war; as
can be found, are ninety-nine percent of victory'.

hl~

10

technology Fuller interpreted

put it, ' weapons, jf only the right ones

(2\

An alternative view was supported by the f"rench general Andre Beaufre. He acknowledged thaI
technology was important, bUl only insofar as it supported the military strategy that guided its
development. He noted that 'strategy mUM lay down the aim which the inventions of the technicians .. ,
should stri ve to achieve.

1
2
3

IJ)

·SCn....arzkopL Strategy Behind Desert Storm', tn Wasbington Post. 28 February 1991. p.A35
In HiStory Eyre and Spotliswolde, 1946, p, 51.
Bllulre A , An Introduction to Strategy. Faber lind Faber, London, 1965. p.49.

J F.C. Fullor, Armaments

J
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For various reasons the West generally, and the US in particular, followed the path advoeated by Fuller and
elevated technological superiority as a prime objective of military planning and preparedness. This is not
to say that the tendency of the US military to solve problems by proposing lechnological solutions was not
without its critics. The Military ,Reform Movement politicians and military representatives

(4) -

a loose amalgam of academics, journalists,

attacked the premise of what one of the reformers, Jeffrey

Record, called 'Technological Faith Healing'.C) This movement advocated, amongst other things, reform
to the weapons procuremenl process, greater allention to organisational, training, and doctrinal reforms; and
a return from a systems approach to the study of strategy as an art.
The Coalition victory in the Persian Gulf does, however, appear to suppon Fuller's injunction that the
appropriate weapons are ninety-nine percent of victory and confound the criticisms of the Military Reform
Movement. The following quotc from Major General Perry M. Smith USAF (Reid) in The Air Force Times
serves well in summing up much of the sentiment of many American technocrats:
The Military Reform Movemenr has focused a lot of attention on this issue (relatively few high-tech
weapons vcrsus many low-tech ones) and has raised some scrious questions about the tendency of the US
military

(0

develop such high-tech, sophisticated and expensive systems. The preliminary data seems to

show thaI high-tech systems, when properly developed and used by well traincd personnel, can work
superbly.

(6)

This thesis will analyse the Gulf War against three of the four levels of Strategy. with emphasis on the role
technology played at each leveL

(0

determine if (his conflict has indeed heralded a change in the nature of

decision-making in conventional war and the strategy that guides it. The melhodology used to achieve this
objective will be firstly, to estahlish a theoretical and analytical framework upon which the :iub:iequcnt
analysis can be based. This will be accomplished by examining the writings of Clausewitz and modern
strategic theorists, particularly those works relating to strategy and

it~

relationship with technology.

Secondly, the <enabling' technologies that were instrumental in the Coalitions overwhelming viclory wi lJ
be

addres~ed.

Thirdly, an analysis will be made of the management of war at the' Grand Strategic, Strategic

and Operational Levels in relation to the Gulf War. Fourthly. an analysis of selccteu organisational
theorisls will be made by developing a model for decision-making that may offer some

d~scriplive

and

possibly prescriptive linkages of the major Coalition decision pa1hways. Thc conclusions (hat can be drawn
from the conflict concerning technology's increased importance to war decision-making and the strategy

4.
5.
6,

AL'GD,,:l J . Beyond Military Reform. f'ergamon-Brassey's Interll~lronal <Nlense Publishers. Wa,h'nglon, t 9BB, pp. 1-19.
Ibid, pp !l7-1 SO
Sm,th P.M .• 'Gulf WiJ,( may SIgnal sh,11 in US ";0\11/ of Combal', ,n A" EprJ:e Time. 28 Janual)' 1991. p 17.
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that guides it in the convenlional domain will be cited. In order to place the role of technology in context,
those non-technological factors which impacted on thc war will also be explored. In conducting this
analysis, information was gained from US government and military publications, military briefings on the
war, re]evam monographs, media sources, and articles in the international defence press. The theoretical
component is comprised of the publications and critiques of selected theorists associated with contingency
theory and the epistomological approach to organisational decision-making and design.
The primary focus of the thesis will be on the US politicaJ/militaly organisations. due to the fact that:
(a)

the US more than any other nalion has relied on technological superiority to achieve mililary
dominance;

(b)

the majority of sophisticated weapon systems employed in the war were of US origin; and

(c)

US policies, forces and doctrines dominated the Coalition efforts in the war.

As the main thrnst of the thesis is to establish the affect of technology on the decision-making and strategy
in general, it is nol the intent of this study

10

detai I the technical specifications of the weapon systcms

involved in thc war, nor is it possible to examine all of thc technologies or theorefical postulations that may
be relevant.
Finally, while not investigating exclusively the military dimension of slrategy, or 'the art of dislributing and
applying miUtary force to fulfil the ends of policy.'
diplomatic, economic and military -

(II

at the cxpense of those aspects -

that compnse total (or grand) strategy;

(8)

societal,

major focus will be on the

application of military force on the con ventional battlefield to achieve political ends. Primary attention will
be given to the US land and air componems -

with particular emphasis on thc air campaign due

central role in the Coalition victory and (he apparent increase in the importance
TIle theoretical

Cotl~truct .... ill

(If

10

its

airpower.

attempt to link some of the major issues of thc Gulf War to the conceptual

framework of the contingency

ba~ed

heuristic schema developed by Alex Kouzmin and Alan Jarman at the

Canbcrra University in 1989. In doing so it

l~

recognised that as some of the posrulations of the schema art:

prob1cmatic lhc integnty of thc KouzminlJarman lnodd will be open to criticism. However, tht: rdaled
epistemological strenglh of the contingent deciSIOn palh perspcctive is sound for the purposes of this thcsis.

a . SU~. New York, Praeger Publisher:;,

7.

Uddel Han

S.

8eurm, op e,t, p )(ll

\154. P 1:15

5
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The fundamental util ity of the KouzminJIarman model resides in iLS ability to account for the predominance
of environmental delerminism and to relate appropriate strategy. structure and contingent decision-making
process. It is to this descriptive methodology that the main thrust of the thesis is concerned with a view to
establishing some simple dednq.ive linkages between actual scenarios and modelling theory.

6
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Chapter 1
STRATEGY AND TECHNOLOGY A THEORETICAL ANQ ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
We should learn that although technology amounts to very much indeed
- it is after all what separates the rich and powerful from those who are
neither - it falls very short of the name of the game which is strategy.
Bernard Brodie'9)

The preoccupation with, and importance of. [he study of st..ratcgy is a modem phenomenon, TI,e contrast
with classical strategl.~IS i~ a striking one: Sun -Tzu, Thucydides. Jomin i and Clausewjtz hardly mention it.
The explanation is relatively simple; the rate of technological evolution has been relali vely glacial
throughout most of our military history until the last two centuries.(ID) As the quo(e from Bernard Brodie
indicates. technology's role in war is now perceived by modern strategic theorists to have gained in
importance, but it is still considered by many to be subordinate to the wider de finition of sL.rategy.' II)
TIle attitude of classical strategists is exemplified by von Clausewitz who wrote 'On War' just as the
industrial revolution was about to begin. Witbiu less than a year of bis death
(in 16 November 1831) a major new technological development. the introduction of the first railway, was
to revolutionise warfare. As early as 1833 a German named Friedrick Harbot proposed using railways for
military and wategic purposes,lll) In the few writings that Clausewitz did devote to the role of technology.
he

wa~

ambiguous ,md tended to discount the importance of technology against societal factors:

Very few of the new manifestations in war can be ascribed

(0

new inventions or new

They resu It ilia I nIy from the trans formation of society and ne w soci al (;ond itions .1

9_

1

d~partures

in

id~as.

1)

Brodie B., 'Tochnt)log,cal Chan~e, Slrateglc DoctnM, and Poillical OutcDmes'in K',au~ Knorr, (ed) , Historical Dlmens'Qns af National Secunty
Univers.ty Press 01 Kansas, ManMtta~, \976, p. 263
Or Cranby S_L., 'The Quesl for Technological Superiority - A MI~underslandln9 or War>', in Adelphi Paper NQ 237 The ChaoQln'i! S~
Landscaoe PaallL IISS, London, 1969, P. 26_
A good exam~le or lhis poinl IS provIded by two conferences the ',nlernalional I ~sll tule or Slralegic Sludle~ (IISS) conducted in Ih.. 1980's. The
I'''sl conf'!rence, litled ' New Technolugy and Weslern SecurIty PDllcy' lOIas held ,n 1985.lOIhIle Ihe seco~d, ' The Changing Technnlngy and
Weslern Security Policy' was coMuc\ed ,n 1969. All Iha speaKers, 10 a grealer Qf lesser degroe, argued Ihallechnology and stralegy In war
lOIe'(' ImpOrlant, but lhat lhey were nOI, ana 5hould not tie the prime delerm[n~nls. The two ends of lhls academic SlleClrum lOIere lughlighled by
Or Cant>y whn lOIas very critical or technological solul,on~ 10 siralegic and opera Ilonal problems, and Or Darter who look a nlore pragmet,c
posliion. The papers of these conferences can be 1l~'Jnd in Adelohl Paoers No 197 19!1 199 235 236 and 237, liS S, LnflQOn, t 985 and 1969
Handel 1.4.1., War Sllalea'l..aOd Intelliaence, Frank Cas$ aod Company. Tolowa. New JeTsey. P 57
Clausew'12, C ,0!:l.W.a.l, ed.and Iranslaled by Heward M and Parel P Princelnn, Princoto Unlverslly Press, 1984, p 515
~,

10
II

12.
13
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Although Clausewilz predicted also [hat new weapons could. and most probably would. change the tactics
of warfare,(14) in the realm of strategy thi s did not detract from the paramountcy of what he ealled the
'paradoxical Trinity' consisting of the people, the military and the govemmenL(15) Michael Handel argues
that, although complete for its time, Clausewitz' triad does not acconnt for modem military technology,
nor for the decision processes thaI importantly constitute the history of warfare. Handel proposes a fourvariable analytical framework, with the material quadrant (Technology and the Economy) as the fourth
dimension,u6) in essence squaring Clausewitz' predominantly societal triangle by the addition of a
technological element.
Another strategic thinker. Michael Howard, noted in an article in Foreign Affairs in 1979 that Clausewitz
conccntrated on the operational level of war and ignored the logistical level. Howard also argued that by
the beginning of Ihis century 'war was conducted in four dimensions: the operational, thc logistical, the
social and thc technologicaL No successful strategy could be fonnulated that did not take account of thcm
all, but in siluatiollally specific circumstances, one or other may establish dominance.'(17)
Neither Handel nor Howard (or for that matter the vast majority of strategic

theoris(~) disagree

with the

underlying principle of Clausewitz' studies that war is a political phcnomenon. The attainment of political
goals is the ultimatc end for which victory in war secks always to gain, while the actual conduct of military
operations is the means by which these political ends are achieved. Thus, undoubtedly the most quoted
maxim in history 10

war is the continuation of politics by other means -

[990-91 as it was when it was writtcn by Cla\.lsewtiz. The decision

10

was as relevant in [he Gulf War
terminate the Allied offensi vc::

proves the case in point.
However, deciding what in actual fact constitutes strategy is open to Interpretation. The Concisc Oxford
Dictionary dcfines it a!> 'Generalship' , or the art of war. Thus strategy has. often been understood as the art
of thc general; a definition reasonably useful in less comr1ex times when wa.r was primarily the domain of
the military. Its utility in a wodd living under nuclear thre.at i!> severely diminished. The one, continuim
that remains relevant
an an rather than a

IS

thal

science~

Lt

describes strategy is an art. an opinion echoed by Robert O'Neil: 'Straregy is

i\ involves intuition, judgements of imprecise data and compression of a

multitude of factors bearing on any

14.

15.
16,
17,
1B,

s.iwation.(I~)

Parel P., 'Clausew,lz' in Make's or Modem Strateay. Patel P. (ed), Pnncelon University Pte:;s, New Jersey, 19BB. pp 2aB~209
Cronin PM., ClauseWI',z Condensed, CongressIOnal Research Sorvlce, Llbtaty of Congress, 16 October 19B4, p. 3. See also Claus.ewitz C" On
'fiiJ.L op cil, P. 89
Handel, op eil, p. B1
Howard M., The Forgonen Dnocnsions of Slralegy', in BllillJ1!LAl!illis. Summar, 1979, p. 978.
ClteCl ,n the Auslralian Army Command an~ StaH College presentallOn on Slrateav Annex B to Sirel 10.9, Cenlral Presontalion, j 991, p. 8----£

6
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Consequently the meaning of stralegy is dynamic and has developed over the ages in response to societ.aJ.
cultural, political and technological progress. These changes have made it even more difficult to give
strategy precise analytical boundaries. As Schwarz and Hadik obser..ed in 1966, 'there are thousands of
definitions of the term strategy.•They vary in time and place according to the empha<;is that the author
wants to give one or other aspect. '(IQl However it is not the intent of lhis thesis to debate the merits of
differenl definitions. rather it is to analyse lhe affect of technology on

decision~making processes.

dnring

Operation Desert Stonn. What lhe plethora of definitions does show is thaI 'Strategy' has come to embrace.
a great deal more than merely a military dimension. Consequently, studying technology's impact on
strategy is as complicated as trying to provide one complete and nnfettered definition of it. Hence, further
analysis of lhe decision-making process is best kept in line with lhe knowledge of lhe problems associated
with definitive descriptions.
Although lhe word strategy has come to have numerous eclectic meanings, as previously ststed this thesis
will take a narrower view and focns on its meaning as it pertains to the application of military force on the
conventional battlefield, to achieve political ends. To have any relevanee to the analysis of war decisionmaking and strategy in the modem era, however, account must be taken of a country's actions at the
national level. Failure ro comprehend lhe relationship between the political and rnihl.ary dimensions of
war. between Grand Strategy and Strategy, would inevitably lead to the latter being misinterpreted at a later
stage during the modelling phase of this thesis. Accordingly, it has become necessary to distinguish
between the vanous levels of strategy.(20) At the highest level the term 'Narional' or Grand Strategy is nsed.
II is defined by the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff as:

... the art and science of developing and using the political, economic and psychological powers of a
nation, togelher with its anned forces, during peace and war. to secure national ohjectives0 1)
Below Grand Strategy is the domain where mililary considerations predominate. It is the level the Joint
Chiefs term 'military strategy':
... the art and science of employing the military forces of a nalion

to

secure the objectives of national

poli-.:y by the application of force, or the threat of force.(22)
The next level of war is that which the strategic theorist Luttwak describes as 'the operational k.vel of
warfare', proposing that it comes hetween military strategy and the lower laeticallevcl. LUllwak argues

19.
20.

Schwarz U. aM Hadlk L. Stratea,c rermiooloQy Praeger. New York, 1966. pp. e4--'l5
Swan P .. 'To whal extent if any has TechnoloQY lrans(olmed the nature of strate~y Since 1'HS:. Unpublished M3S!CIS by COUl5C Wor!< Paper.

2\
22.

In Horner 0 M • ~_C~mQnd Australian and Allied Str<lteoy 1939-1945. Sydney. George Anen and Unwin. 1982. pp. XVII-XVII',
Ibid. P XVIII.

1geO.
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that one of the main reasons that banles are lost is that armed forces, particularly those of Anglo-Saxon
persuasion, have not grasped the conceptual nuances of this level of war. He describes it as follows:
In theatre strategy, political goals and cons [faints on the one hand and available resources on the other
determine projected outcomes [~nds]. At a much lower level, tactics deal with specific techniques. In the
operational dimension, by contrast, schemes of warfare such as blitzkrieg or defence in depth are evolved
or exploited. Such schemes seek

10

attain the goals set by theatre strategy through suitable combinations of

tac tics. (1J)
In order to analyse the impact of technology on the Gulf War and subsequently on the strategy that guides
the conduct of decision-making in the conventional domain of war, this thesis will utilise three of the four
levels of strategy as an analytical tool. Both lhe conduct of the war and technology's role in the conflict
will be examined against the first three levels only. The Tactical Level will not be addressed in any real
detail as it does nOl exhibit the level of decision-making in line with the theoretical postulations of this
paper. To reiterate, the four levels are:
1.

Grand Strategy,

2,

Strategy,

3.

Opcralional, and

4.

Tactical.

The analytical method is not without its problems: the first being that of nomenclature. Hereafter when the
term Strategy is used, its meaning will encompass the synergistic and iterative whole of the four levels.
Confusiou may result as thc second level is also called Slralegic; to ovcrcome Ihis problem it will always be
referred to as the Strategic Level. The second problem is not so easy·to rectify. The four levels of Strategy
are nol homogeneous and it is sometimes difficult to delineate Ihem. In simple terms they are blurred at the
edgcs. To illustrate lhis poim by example the German Army's operation'-ll 'scheme' of Blitzkrieg
developed tactics Ihal enabled the operational concept to succeed -

one without the other was unworkable,

This is thc iterative nature of thc four levels of Strategy. To further complicate the issue the fonr levels also
exhibit a synergistic quality. Again using Germany's experiencc in the Second World War as an example,
no matter how well the Wcrmaeht performed at the Operational kvel, its successes could not ultimately
compensate for thc deficicucies at the Strategic and Graud Strategic levels.

23

lutlwak EN. 'The Operal;onalle~el01 War".IJ\Jruwn3tional Secuflly, W,nJel, 1980/8 I. Vol 5. No 3. p, l"',

10
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A similar concept is explored by Luttwak in his examination of the vcnical and horizontal dimensions of
the levels of Strategy. He argues that the paradoxical logic of Strategy means that an action in one level
may resnlt in a horizontal reaction within thal same level; and/or it could eHcit a response in another level.

If, for example, a new weapon appears, the reaction may be a technical one in the form of an enemy
counter weapon or a tactical readjustment. which could in tum induce an Operational Level response. 'The
use of armour in deep column to pierce through fronts that the machine gun made immune to infantry
attack ... • is an example.(24)
The iterative and synergistic nature of the levels of Strategy, combined with their vertical anti horizontal
dimensions. whilst making the analysis of technology's impact on the Gulf War more difficult at

thi~ ~tage,

does not in validate the analytical method of evaluating each in tum. The process is fornmlati ve for analysis
in later chapters, and sets the scene for a more comprehensive evaluation under the epistemological
framework?f the( model. It doe.s, however, mean that any conclusions reached concerning one level cannot
be ignored when examining others.

STRATEGIC THEORY AND MILITARY TECHNOLOGY

In analysing technology's role in Strategic theory there are a numbcr of factors that are specific to it alone.
The first involves the relative importance of technological superiority in war. Obviously when there is a
great gap in the technological sophistication between opposing forces, there is also a presumed, marked,
and corresponding military advantage to the technically superior foree. For example, it would he a spurious
argument to suggest that the echeloned,

refw:~e-d

flank formation of Alexander lhe Great at Arbe-Ia eould

have fought on eqnal tenns with the echeloned, refused tlank of Frederick the

Gr~at

at Leuthen. The

important thing is the extent to which the technology of new weapons can bring succe-ss to one side of a
eontemporary military force. The three circumstances when superior technology may be-come the dominant
factor between conte-mporary forces are:
1.

When used against a more- numerous less developed enemy (eg Vietnam).

2.

When (he opposing forecs are otherwise approximately equal (eg WWlI).

J.

When a new weapon eancels or greatly reduces an opponent's supaiorily (eg Cambri).125J

Allied

10

the above, the following unique features of leehnology's role in Strategy

al~o

warrants some

examination:
24

2S

LUliwak E,N .. Strategy The LQg,c of WJr and Peace. Harva"j Un,verSlly Prass. Cambridge, Massac~vs€lls, 19B7, pp 113-114
aaded a firth level - Ihe lechnical - lhal primarily Interaclerl With Ihe ractical anrl OperatIOnal Level~
O'JnDhy TN. Understanding War History and Theory 01 Combat, NOIll 1(0'".. Paragon House. 1987. DD 213-214

LUt!wak also
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TECHNOLOGICAL SURPRISE
Technological snrprise is the unilateral advantage gained by the introdnction of a new weapon system (or
use of a known weapon system in a new way) in war againsr an enemy unaware of its existence or not
capable of laking effective counter measures.(~6) The conditions necessary for the achievement of
technological surprise are: secrecy; the fielding of adCl]uate numbers of the weapon system; the formulation
of suitable and effective doctrines; optimal timing; and

obviou~ly.

that the correct choice of weapon system

has been made. ml This feature will be developed at length in a later chapter.

THE ATTACK DEFENCE PENDULUM
The attack defence pendulum is a coneeptual model that describes the relative advantage that teehnological
improvement in weapon systems provides to either the attack or defence. The model postulates that the
advantage will only last as' long

a~

i, takes to develop a counter measure to the weapon system that

dominates the battlefield. which in rum will generate another response. Thus thc 'pendulum' will
continually swing in favour of either the attack or the defence. This model owes much

to

two analytical

concepts, the domi nant weapon and the constan t tact ical rae lor, dcve loped by J.F. C. Fuller (1946). The fi rst
concept suggests that there is always one principle type of weapon (or weapon system) which dominates
thc battlefield. Most other weapons as well as supporting doctrine will have to be organiscd aronnd that
weapon, as will connler-weapons and counter-doctrine. The constant tactical factor postulates that in an
age of constant technological change no dominant weapon will remain dominant for very long. Thus Fuller
cnvisaged a constant shift 'from the offensive to the defensive and back

again·.'.'~\

While. Fuller's concepts and the 'Attaek Defence Pe.ndulum' havc definitc descriptive value, they have
minimal prcscriptive utility. As Martin Van Crcveld argues; war, far from being an exercisc in technology.
is a contest of force between two sides of independent will and intellect. The 'paradoxical logic of war'
means that the

sam~

action win not always lead to thc same result. Tndeed, it is more likely that an action

in war will nut succeed l wice precisely because it has succeeded once before ,(191 Thus the paradoxical
naturc of war. which is nor unllke any organisational dilemma. compounds lhe problem of predicting
which weapons will be predominant in the next war and subsequel1\ly if the offence or defence will be
paramount.

26.

27.
2B
;>~

HsMel, ap c'L p. 133.
lOla, p 146
Fuller, op cit, pp. 18-22.
Van Cre"eld 1.1., Tochnoloov and War, MachAilian. Ne.... York. 1 ~89. p. 3\6 Or Canby also prOVides a counter 10 the ANacl< Oefence Pendulum
by arguing Ihat an allack defence relationship is extremely complex lo.preaicl tlecause 01 e myriad 01 mlan<;llbte laclors such all: trBining, laclics.
nahonal characler and surprise. Canby S.L, It!.e. Ooeratlonal L,mlls oLEmewim: Tt;l"hnol~. in l"temallon,,1 Oelence Review, Vol. 19. 6/1 ~85.
P 676
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COST
A policy of technological superiority is an expensive and difficult task. Maintaining a lechnologicallead in
fielded military equipment is a far more difficult task than catching up II requires a dynamic, creative, and
innovative technology base. as well as an efficient indusuial structure thar can rapidly transform technical
developments into meaningful numbers of products in the field. In trying to close lhe technological gap lhe
Soviets ... can learn from the U.S. successes and failures, saving billions of dollars. This was highlighted
by the Technology Assessment report to Congress in 1988.(30)

STRUCTURAL DISARMAMENT
This is a term coined by defence analyst Thomas Callaghan to describe the phenomenon where the drive to
achieve leehnotogical superiority results in fewer and fewer weapon systems being obtained for more and
more money.llll Allied

10

the eosr factor illustrated above, a nation that places all its m..ihlMy eggs in one

'teehnological basket' may find itself severely ontnnmbercd on the battlefield by weapon systems only
marginally less effective. Expen.c;ive weapon systems may not meet ex.acting design criteria: and/or, the
ex.pensive equipmenls may have become outdated by a change in the enemy's docuine.

30.
31.

Special A~ ollhe 0I'fce 01 Technology, I!:!eOefence Technology Base. Washington, D.C.. US Governmenl Pnnling Oll'ee. Man:n 1988, p. 3.
Abshire 0 t.4 , 'Ne-w Technology and Inlra-Alliance Aelalionshlp~ ~B"" Sirengths, New Strains', in Adelphi PiWer~...!'tl2JJl3. IISS. London,
19B5, p 3.
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Chapter 2
TECHNOLOGY AND THE GULF WAR
In his interim report to Congress on the Gulf War. Secretary of Defence Cheney stated that this conflict was
the 'ftrst to exploit the new technological possibilities of what has been called the "military-technological
revolution."(J2) The technologies he cited

sp~cifically were:

stand-off precision weaponry and its sensors

and reconnaissance capabilities to make their targeting effective; stealth for surprise and survivability; and
the development of ballistic mis~ile defences. OJ ) Although [hc r~port provides a reasonably balanced
assessment of the contlict,i141 the statemenl by Cheney is

misl~ading

on two accounts. The first is that by

exemplifying the primacy of the three 'technologies', Cheney ignores many of the other weapon systems,
old and new, that established an equally decisive impact on (he war. Thc second relates to the impression
thal the Gulf War was fought with radically new weapons that made their battle dehut in the Kuwait
Theatre of Operations (KTO).

WEAPONS: OLD AND NEW
Not all the

w~apons

used in the Gulf War were high technology, modem systems. Many older weapons

provided effective service and were an integral part of the Coalition's efroI1, In

th~

air campaign, older

airframes proved themselves to be a vital part of the Coalition's military resource,
This proved to be particularly the case for the 8-52 bombers, the F-4G Wild Weasels and the EF-Il [ Ravens.o~l
Without the electronic support of Ih~ Raven and Wild Weasels, it is likely that the Coalition would have
suff~r~d

more heavily in terms of casualty states in its prosecution of the air campaign.

The B-52s, designed more [han 40 years ago, delivered 25.700 tons of bombs (72,000 weapons), almost all
of which were unguided from at least 30,000 fect. These bombing missions were essential in destroymg
Iraqi forces in the KTO, particularly Republican Guard units, and breaking the morale of the Iraqi Army's
will to oppose the ground campaign.
A similar psychological effect was achieved hy the employment of another relatively low technology
bomb, thc BlU-82 (Bomh Live Unit) Fuel Air Explosive (FAE) which was dropped by C-130 Hercules
transports ag.linst Iraqi troop concentrations. The intent behind such a weapon was to utilise its enormous
32

Sec'&I~'Y 01 D,,'ence Inlerim Report 10 CoI'lQ'!l'i:i.ConOucl 01 the Persian Gull Conflict. f'enlagon.
a ~ !he I Ole om r1 epo n 10 C<:mg ",so;

Wa~hinglOn D

C.. July 1991, p. 15

Hereafter re1erred 10

33

10ld. p. 1-5.

:}4.

Ibid, Ill. l--4 to 1-5 The ""~ ~rd I ~ !hE' '"'PO'! h"lhlighls are: '( 1) DeClsiIIe PresOcnlialll!adersh., S1>I CIe.a' goalS. roa~ O!hers arrridr:n:e ... Amen<:.a·s sense

r::J PJrr-ose, am rallied !he <b'rf>$tIc aro ,,,,,,,,1ot1Ula1 ""-«XW1 nee6ed 10 ,eallSe lhese goalS; (2) A IllYcll11lOf\ary generati;n r::J ni;jn tedlf"lCllo9Y~,a:rrbined wil!l
rtrovelNe am eKedNe docInne. 91''''' oor 10lU!!S!he <'<lge. (3) The hlQh qLJafrry 01 oor miilary Iron' It!,:;killed ~ lcl!he h'l1ltl' readY, W<!lllra'.-.ed, brallEl oro
dL'idplned rTerl oro WOfTlL'fl oIlhe US AIme<l Hnes maoe !he e>:lraordn.a ry vClOf)' pos>;lble; (4) In a highly urr:erlalo ''''''It:J. lorms ... ror-rd lI_~, sound planning,

am slr-lleglC air and sea ~ are Cl'IlrcalloI ~ Ihe cn1fr:iera!. capabilines. ",lert\3I...na1 CO<JP'l'l.IIon a ro rEaCh needed in times 01 ~. aflI:I (5) 111a~as a
blg ~me to boi'tj II", high quality Icvt:e< and
.lS

~llI"I(.

il'al 911I00; ~ ~'

II $hou1d be noled Ihallh""" e,IClall have had considerable ~ocallons 10 fulhllh,,,, modem baflleheld roles
in~.

SBil Golhmg, M J . 'Slrlke Hard, Sinke SUre',

Mard; 1991, p 21.
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shock wave to destroy and disable, as well as to symbolise the mighty firepower that could. at will, be
directed against Iraqi

~tatic

defences. The shock waves from these weapons reverberated for miles in the

desert... The use of the C-130 for such missions depended on !.he Coalition's air supremacy, because no
combat aircraft is capable of delivering this weapon.(36)
Other prominent examples of lhese older weapon systems are provided by !.he work carried out by the US
Air Forces C-5 Galaxys. C-41 Starlifters, and C-130 Hercules rransport aircraft; and the KC-135 aerial
tank.ers. The logistical support that these aircraft gave during Desert Storm is measurable in millions of
[ons. Again, it is noteworthy thal these aircraft entered service with the US Air Force in the 1950.., 1960s,
and 1970s
The utility of the battleships Missouri and Wisconsin. commissioned during Roosevel(s presidency, was
once more demons rrated during the Gu If War. These shi ps launched Tomahawk cruise miss iles at targets
deep in Iraq and bla<;ted fortifications with 2,700lb shells fired from !.heir sixteen inch guns. One ship of
this class can operate for a full year for aboul the cost of a single modem fighter plane.o 1)

HIGH TECHNOLOGY: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH
What made the military-technological revolution significant in the Gulf War was not that its potential was
realised for the first time, rather that:
I.

A majority of the systcms were used as mature systems. This is significant in that logistical,
maintenance, rraining and doctrinal policies and procedures were already in place and tested.

2.

The weapon systems were u.'>cd in quantity.

3.

It was the first time that many of the weapon systems had been used in a major conventional conflict
in vo Iving large formatio ns.

4.

It was the first time Ihal many of the weapon systems had been used in a complex all arms and

services scenario which nt:ces.sarily required a marked degree of

in\erd~pendencebetween

the

syslems.

Special Report op cit, 'UngUlI1ed and Pr41cision Guided Munitions in Oesert Storm'.
March 1991, p 40.

3/j

PerlSCOCU
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The difficully in analysing the impact of technology on the Gulf War. to again use Cheney's concept of a
military-technological revolution, is that the scientific and technical achievements that made the revolution
possible cover a wide spectrum of scientific and technical endeavour. Possibly the greatest influence has
been the rapid advances in micrQ-processing and computing, specifically the ubiquitous nature of the
micro-chip. whereby contemporary military history could easily and succinctly be termed the 'Silicon
Age'.
However, other technical improvements have greatly enhanced weapon syste::.ms in the fields of guidance::..
lethality, accuracy and protection. Whilst it is not rhe purpose of Ihis paper

fa

examine all a<;pects of

te::.chnology in the complex environment of modem warfare, it is true to say that the Gulf War did unveil
several generic 'enabling technologies' tha\ will be analysed in more detail. The technologies helped to
give the coalition forces a definite advamage over their opponents in that they, amongst other things, tended
to make warfare (at least for the U.s, British and French forces) a 'stand-off' affair which enhanced the
survivability of the operators by distancing or concealing the att.acker from the target. They fall into the
following broad categories:
Space Assets;
Command, Control, Communication, and Intelligence (C3I);
•

Electronic Warfare:

•

Precision Guided Munitions;

•

Stealth;

•

Night Fighting Capabilities; and

•

Ami -Ball is tic Missile Defence. (l81

SPACE ASSETS
The GnlfWar dcmonsualed thal the new high ground in conventional high level operations now resides in
~pace.

Although spaee systems have been

\l~ed

in other conflicls.o9 ) in Operation Desert Shield and Desert

Storm lhey were intc2rated into the prosecutIon of hostilities to a greater cxtent than ever before.(40)

38
3if
40

Huey P MId Perry J,p,. 'The Fulum of Arms', 'n ~!ernational, 2S February 1991, pp. 1f/-;W
lee C , War in Space, Hamish Han\llloll L1, LOI\C1ofl, 1986 ThIS monograph proVides a good hislorlcal lieSC"pl'M or Ihe mililary applicalion or
Ihe USSR and the USA space programs
LIGen Moorman T. 1.4.. Commander US Space Command. 'JOW Inlerv,ew', in JM..l;:i,De[ence Woakly, 9 Fabru"ry 1991, p. 200. Hereaflcr
rCIN'l!d to as J.QW.
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In one way or another every miltlM)' satellite program that the US possessed was incorporated in the Gulf
War.(41) The systems included Signal Intelligence (SIGINT) satellites; Missile Launch detection satellites;
KEYHOLE (KH); Imaging Reconnaissance satellites; Lacrosse Radar satellites; Meteorological satemtes;
French commercial SPOT

satell~tes; Global

Positioning satellites (GPS); NA VSTAR satellites; and the

Military Satellite Communications Systems Command (MILSATCOM) satellites.
The control of space provided the allied forces with an unassailable advantage. The advantage of the space
assets was pervasive from the Strategic Lo the Tactical levels of war. Before thc war began Lhe Iraq Order
of Banle and location of mililM)' and strategic targets were identified, Once Operation Desert Storm began,
the infonnation provided by the various satellites was essential for weather prediction, battle damage
assessment, surveillance. and C31. However. whilst information from satellites is generally timely.
accurate, and detailed, for technical and meteorological reasons it was not always available. For example,
some experts estimated thaI the periods when Keyhole sateH ites could not see into Iraq was up to five hours
each day

.(42)

For the time being this will be the reason that current satellite technology will not completely

supplant other information gathering systems. WlJen used in a complementary role with other
reconnaissance systems -

as in the Gulf War -

they do provide an impressive infonnation gathering

capability, The intelligenee formulation aspect of the war required that the integration of the human
process of fuming information into timely intelligence be able to keep up with the voluminous flow of data.
At times il certainly did not.
The importance of the US space assets to the successful conduct of the Gulf War i.<; perhaps best
highlighted by the role played by the GPS navigation system.
MallY of the advanced weapon
~ystem.

syslem~ used

in Operation Desert Storm owed much of their success 10 this

For example, aircraft ranging from the FII7A to (he B52 u'sed GPS data to ensure the accuracy of

their air slrikes. The loim Surveillance Target Attack Syslems (lSTARS) aircraft relied on the GPS
velocity infonnation syslem, accurate to greater than 0.1 meters per ~econd, to stabilise its radar in order to
locate enemy ground movement The system also provided commanders wilh the ability to control
precisely and synchronise battlefield elemems. The US Army' s XV 111 Airborne Corps and VII Corps
relied

011

GPS to

k~ep

track of their locations during their envelopment of the Republican Guard.(4JJ Air

Force Space Command (AFSPACECOM) could not keep up with the demand for differential GPS
receivers once their utility was estabHshed. I44 \ Funher, many of the high technology weapon

41

43
44

system~

B~II O. 'The Inlelligence War in the Gulf, in CanberJjj papers 00 Sltal~gv end oelence NQ 78, Strategk «nd Oefence Studies Cenlre,
AustralIan Nat,onal University, Canberra, , 991, p. 1 42. Lewyn M" 'This Army "'arches Qn SiliCQn'. In BUSiness Week, 4 February' 99' , P 41
~'llar B., 'GPS Proves its Worth In Operation Oesel1 StQrm', in Aaned forces Journal. April 199', p.16
~uonnan, JOW Interview. QP cit. p. 200.
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flelded by the US, such as the Tomahawk cruise missiles which relied upon the digitised maps provided by
satellite imagery, and the Patriot air defence system requiring Missile Launeh Detection satellite
infonnation to engage the Scud missiles, could not have accomplished their missions without support from
the space

systems.14~)

PRECISION GUIDED MUNITIONS (PGM)
A PGM is an air-Io-surface weapon with a guidance system to steer il onto a target, Some have rocket
motors and others simply glide in. The guidanee systems include laser-guided bombs (LGB) which home
onto a spot of inlense light produced by a laser, The laser can be carried by Ihe attacking aircraft, by
another aircraft or by ground forces. Only A-6Es, F-15Es, some F-Ill s and the F-117 A have an j ntegraled
capability to both drop and guide the LGB to their largets.(46) Electro-optically guided bombs (EOGB)
contain a TV camera or an infra-red· (IR) .sensor and a transmitter. Tw.o seater aircraft are required

10

drop

EOGBs as a weapons operalor must steer the bomb onto the target. Once close. the operator locks Ihe
weapon's video sensor onto the target and the bomb/missile compleles the attack.
The aircraft is vulnerable unlil the larget is destroyed because it has to stay high enough to prevem the radio
link with the missile being obscured.(47)
The use of PGMs during Operation Desert Storm raised the utility of airpower for attacking targets in
populated areas. A bifurcation of effort was established by assigning 8-52s and other aircraft using 'dumb'
bombs

(0

attack area targets in the desert, and sending aircraft wilh PGMs to destroy targets in Baghdad.(48)

In these attacks a total of 88,500 tons of bombs were dropped over Kuwait and Iraq, including 6,250 tons of
guided hombs and other types of air-lo-surface intelligenl weapons, of which anI y [0% missed their
targeL l49 ) Of these, approximately 90% were dropped by the US Air Force. liOl PGMs were used when it
was important to avoid collateral damage and civilian casuallies, or 10 directly hit a target. Their use
contributed to the low loss rate among Coalition airl'rafl and (he shlJrter range PGMs elirrunated [he need to
re-attack largets.(·II)

45,

47,
48
49.
50.
51.

Ball, op Cit, pp. 6-12.46.
The most common LGB used in Operallon Oesert Siorm was the GBU-24 laser-guided bomb. which deslroyed an
estimated 95% of primary largels in Baghdad. See Grimes V., 'Laser- GUIded Ha"oc, Slam. Bam. Saddam, in ~ & D,Plomacy, Vol 9, No
7-B, 1991, p.57
Sweetman B., 'Modem Bombs in Ihe Gulr, in JQW, 9 February 1991, P 178.
United Communicalion Group in association wilh the Unlled Slale's Navallnstilute, Penscope (an ADP delenca informallon syslem), 1991
Special Report Precision ----Guided Munitions in Desed Swan. Herealler relorrod to as Perrscope.
Eshel, ap cit, p, 44.
US Departmenl of Ihe Air Force Report, op Cil, P 151.
Sweetman, op cil. p 178,
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While these weapons were accurate and reliable, not all aircraft can deliver them effectively and Lheyare
nol designed to a[f:ack area targets sueh as ground forces and missile sites. They are also of limited use in
certain situations such as bad weather eonditions (mainly the laser guided

munitions).(~2)

Despite these

problems, the improved aeeurac;, of high technology weapons has heralded the arrival of lrue surgieal
bombing.(53)

COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATION, AND INTELLIGENCE
(BAITLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS)
Command, Control, Communication and Intelligenee (C31) systems are the lifeblood of the battlefield
commander; they are essential for formulating plans and controlling the forces engaged in battle.
Particularly in the Gulf War, the use of PGMs meant that identifying an enemy target was tantamount to
desrroying it The key to this was the synergistic system of detection, targeting and attack, Satellites,
reeonnaissance aircraft, remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs) and other sources of intelligence located and
tracked enemy targets. Baltle management aircraft and ground stations directed strike aircraft. ships or
ground manoeuvre units

10

meet the enemy. Once in contact with the enemy. Coalition weapon

~ystems.

in

most cases using PGMs and gaining considerable advantage by night fighting capabilities and greater
range, destroyed Iraqi targets. Subsequent to the combat, intelligence platforms would then provide battle
damage assessment. As the Gulf war demonstrated . .such a process of real time battle managemem enabled
the destruction of opposing armed forces at an amazing rate.(54\ A major feature of this real time battle
management system was the role played by eomputers and communication systems. Airborne Warning and
Control

Sy~tems

(AWACS) aircraft and the JSTARS aircraft.

The 19&3 US military operations in Grenada

expo~ed

serious flaws in the US Armed Forces'

communications aud compuler systems. Problems of iueompatibility and old equipment meant that
coordInating ajoint operation between Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines was next to impossible. Further
the pro~pect of working alongside other national armed forces was likely to be insurmountable.

A~

a

consequence the US upgraded much of its equipmem, specified that computer equipment use standardised
formats and operating systems, and procured off-the-shelf hardware and software whenever possible. The
benefits of these reforms were evident in the large number of computers invol ved in the Gulf Wat. They
ranged from large mainframes, through embedded computers in weapon systems, 10 13ptops used in the
field ( 5 )

52,
53.

55

Gnmes v., 'Slam, Bam, Saddam', in Mcnee & Oiplo~, Vol 51, No 7-8, 1991, p, 60.
In World War II the tYP'WlI accuracy of US homb,ng put ewplos/\/es w'thin abnul a mil'! 01 lhe large t By Vietnam, the circle had shrunk 10
<lpprolimalely a quarter mila and al the time or (he libyan raid in , !leG, il was down 10 aboul 500 fP-el. Rec~m advances have broughl Ihe
margin of e"or down 10 3Q leel 0,1"55, <IS appears Ie have been the case in the lapell rel~ases dunng Oeser'! Slorm. See Watson R ilIld
Easterbrook G., in Newsweek, (US Edilion), 26 January 15191, p. 2354
The Cenlre for StralliQIC and Inlernalionai SludlOS (CSIS}..J:ha...G..u!!
I!iM:J.llssons Leamt Interim Reoort, Wastl,oglon DC, Jul~ , !)91, pp 13-14, Herea~er referred to as Ihe CSIS Inlerim Re?or1.
Lewyn, op cll, p. d3. See Glos~ry lor some 01 (he computer syslerns Inlegral to the US eMon
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The ubiquitous nature of computers in this wnflict also highlighted the critical importance that software
and, consequently, soflware management is to the conduct of modem warfare. The US used the five
months prior to combat to modify many of its software programs and 10 deploy a large number of software
experts to Saudi Arabia -

an important reason for the succes!>ful operation of many US weapon

systems.(~6)

As the air campaign was such an integral part of the Coalition's victory, it is worthwhile examining the
influence modem communication and computing resOurces had in its implementation. The success of the
air campaign owed much fo the appointment of a single air commander, the Joint Force Air Component
Commander (JFACC). Although doctrinally correct, this in itself created problems due Lo the extremely
complex. command and control processes for such a broad area of responsibility. The detail needed to plan
a campaign that involved more than 1000 sorties per day from various air forces included: iuflight
refuelling call-signs, frequencies, times, locations, altitude, targets, and munition types. As much or greater
detail was needed for electronic counter-measure support, escort or c{)mbat patrol, AWACs, ground
controllers. forward air contIoHers. and search and rescue. The result was the Air Tasking Order (ATO).
the size of a large telephone directory, that was time cousuming to produce. dissentinate, and digest. The
typical time to transmit a copy was two hours; however it should be realised thaI the portions ueeded for
panicular nnirs would uot require the whole ATO be broadcast to every operational commaud. One major
problem was that the Air Force Computer Aided Force Mauagemeul System (CAFMS) was I\ot
imeroperable with that of the Navy computer systems, The Navy had 10 ha....e their portions air lifted in the
form of floppy diskettes. A small but iUlerestiug complicatiou given the expeuditure in time and money
iuvested as a result of the Grenada operation.
However, without the aid of modem communicatiou aud compu\ing system!"., the centralised command and
control of the air assets that proved to be so devastatingly effective, may uot have been possible,(S7) The
most capable airborne warning aud surveillance syslems in service are the Boeiug E-3A AWACs.
Both the Saudi and US Air Forces operated these aircraft iu the Gulf War. The E-3A

ha~

a radar range of

175 nautical miles for low flying, small fighter aircraft ami out [() 360 uilutical miles for high altitudc
homber sized aircraft. It also has SlGINT capabilities, Between AugusL I YYO and February 1991, the
AWACS flew more thau 370 missious for a lolal of 5,000 flying hours. Nearly all of the 11,000 sorties
flown by Coalition air forces were monitored by and provided with air traffic control and flight vectoriug
by the AWACS. The AWACS were also integral to tracking Scud missiles, electronicatly locating launch

~5

M'JnfO N" '50!""'11/e Upgrade M8Jl'.S Shown in the Persian Gull', ~M Baker C , 'Army Encourage~ S(;~ware Inlegra!\nn', in Delepce News. 29
Apnl \991, p. 1057, 1J)'.erim Repc>1'I to Congress, op Cit, P 15-30,
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sites and directing designated aircraft to targets. Similarly they wece a major factor in air-to-aic operations
by guiding fighter interceptor aircraft to optimal

positions."~)

According

lO

one fighter pilot involved in the

air eampaign: " AWACS is all-seeing, all-knowing. Il gives us the 'big picture' and it can guide us right to
the point where we can begin ou,r engagement. "(5~1
The JSTARS system is ' to the grou nd cornman der what AWACS is to the air comma nder' .(60) Two
prototype E-8A JSTARS aircraft were deployed to Saudi Arabia on 12 January (991 at the speeific request
of General Schwarzkopf. They flew 54 missions and logged 600 combat hours, and by flying 12-hour
sorties provided continuous real-time eoverage of activity within Iraq without losing a single mission to
malfunetion. The high resolution synthetic aperture radar carried in the aircraft deployed to Saudi Arabia
did not have the moving target indicator (MTJ) which would allow operators to differentiate between
moving tracked and wheeled vehicles. Despite this, the aircraft provided commanders with an
exu-aordinary reconnaissanee and battle management eapabilit y 61\ with near real-time information out to a
250 mile ground radius. (62 )
They also identified and direeled laser guided artillery or missiles against enemy targets; and were an
important element in the 'SCUD hum' .'6J)

ELECTRONIC WARFARE
If C31 is the lifeblood of command, then EW

IS

the means of ensuring a coronary rel.apse to the entire

system. The compiex.ity and importance of modem C31

system.~

makes them prime target::.; to destroy an

enemy's ability to see, hear and direct forces is to render them impotent on the baUiefield. In thi::. regard
the Gulf War confirmed the prediction of Admiral Sergi Garshkov, the founder of the modem Soviet Navy,
, that the next war will be won by the side that ex ploits the electromagnetic spectrum. 11M1
The overall Coalition C31 counterme-awre plan wa" set by Gene-ral Schwarzkopf and was designed to
desu-oy both the Iraqi civilian and military nctw()rks. One of the first targets was the Baghdad telephone
exchange, the destruction of which severed the [)oJiticaJ and mi\i{ary nctworks. Thereafter, according to
General Prolin, the din::ctor of clectronic comhat for the USAF, the Coalirion 'systematically atracked
every C3 instillation we conJd find,<651 ami any time the Iraqis came on the radio they were jammed by
computeri~ed electronic

58.
59
50,
61 ,
62.
63
&4

65

'56

warfare systems' .1661

L",norov;l1. J.M.• 'AWACs Played a enrlcal Aol~ In Allied VI(Wry Over Iraq', in AVlal'"n Wgek & Space IechnoIQ(Jv. 4 MardI 199'. pp 2.3-24.
Cited In flail. op r.ll. p. 24
Ibid, p. 26 . .lccordlng 10 Colooel Muellner. USAF. Commander 441 I JS r AR5 SQuadron
JQ't'i. :I March 19'j1. P. 466
Port 0 • 'Managing Iha War' in BUSiness Week, 4 February 1991. P 40
Huey J . and Perry N .. 'The "ullJre 01 Arm~', in Fortune InlefT',iI.J.!.Qrull, 2S February !991, p, 211
Magnuson E., 'Th" Weapons, Hlgh-Tecn PeyoH".,n TIme.. (US Edllit)r1j.28 Fabrua<y 1991, pp, 3O-3t
Munro N.• 'C3 CDun',.mneasures Aid 5",,11 Dele"-I 01 Iraqi MIIUary' In ~ ~ , , 5 April t 99 1, P 4S
Ibid. P 46
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The principle objective was to sever the conneclion between the lraqi High Command in Baghdad and the
Jraqi forces in Kuwait. Generally, the attacks on Iraqi communication systems were so effective that within
the first four weeks of the air campaign it was taking President Hussein 24 hours to get messages to the
front by reasonably seCUTt;> mean,s.
By mid-February the Iraq leadership was forced to dispatch messengers on motorcycle to disseminate
orders and intelligence. These links were too rudimentary to co-ordinate corps-level operations let alone
multi-corps operations. Further. with the destroction of the Iraqi intelligence collection systcm, combined
with the Coalition air force supremacy. President Hussein was severely resLncted in his ability to make
operational level decisions. By forcing the Iraqi Command to use unsecured HF radio transmissions the
Coalition was provided wilh valuable SIGINT and it also allowcd the Coalition to deceive Iraqi defences by
issuing falsc

orders.(~1)

Ultimately, il was the Coalition control of the electromagnetic spectrom that

enabled General Schwarzkopfs deception plan to work so well.
Again, because of the integral nature of the air campaign to the Coalition's operations, it is worth
examining the role EW played in its

sucees.~.

General Homer, thc lFACC, noted that pilots who new in

Vietnam found Iraqi air defences 'as tough or tougher than anything they'vc seen'; while Representative
McCurdy, a member of the Hou.,e Inlelligenee Committee added thaI 'next

(0

mo~t

Unlike Vietnam, and despite the

heavily defended target wc might cver have planncd to go

concentration of the Iraqi air

defence~,

agajn~t,l6~1

Moscow, Baghdad is the

the Coalition suffered only minimal aircraft losses -

largely

because of lhe effectiveness of the American EW capabilities. A priority of the initial attach was to
destroy the Iraqi air defence headquarters, sector command posts and radar and communications sites.
These attacks proved effective in deeapitaling thc Iraqi air defence operations and paralysing their air
defence units. In these air assaults the US employed anti-radar weapons, surprise attacks by other air to
surface missiles and PG Ms, 'smart' or 'brute' jamming aud electronJc deccprion. Ex.ccpt for the F- L17 A,
all air strikes depended upon some kind of electronic support.(69\
This electronic support normally entaIled co-operation with EF-lll Ravens and F-4G Wild Weasels. no )
Bccause the Iraqis feared the F-4G and its harm missile, they made bnef and ineffeclivc use of their radars.
When they did choose to use their radars. the jamming by the EF- L11 negated their ability to track, acquirc
and

tar~et

the attacking aircraft. The effectiveness of the EW campaign eventually allowed Coalition

aircraft to operate in the mid

67
68
69.
70.
71

fa

high altitudc environment with impunity.,71' On the few occasions when

'bid, P 413
Buolansky 5 .. 'A>I power's ulhm:ue !S~,., In !.!.S.News & Wgri~. 28 Janu~ry 199 I. P 32
Eshel T,. 'The Most Succes~tul Air Campailln E~er' in Mililary Technolooy, 4191. P 38
Eighleen E F· \ 11 s tlew o~ef 90() 50rtles wlIh a mission capable rate af a7 5%, While the 4-8 F ·4Gs Ilew O"¥er 2500 sorties ",nil an ark mISS.OJ',
c80able rale
us Depl of lhe Air Fn,ce Roport. ciled In Military Techno IOJri , 6..~ I. pp. 14B. \50
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Traqi interceptors did attempt to engage coa(iliun aircraft,the Raven and Compass Call aircraft blinded

th~

Iraqis electronically and severed all contact between (hem and their ground eon trollers, an integral element
of the Iraqi operating

procedure~.

courdinates by the ever present

Coalition fighters meanwhile were vectored and given precise

~ WACS.

The Iraqis were fighting blind and uncoordinated against an

enemy that had complete mastery of [he electromagnetic spectrum.

STEALTH
As radar and EW have become increasingly sophisticated, so too has the requirement to avoid detection.
Stealth technologies integrate shape to reduce radar signature, non metallic composite materials to absorb
radiation, EW eounter measures equipment, an abii!ty to fly below enemy radar. and measures to counter
Th~

thermal imagery.

two weapon systems deployed in the Gulf War to incorporate elements of stealth

technology were the BGM-I09CID Tomahawk eruise missile and the F-117A Stealth Fighter.
The most striking common element of th.e lwo systems was their central role in the initial phase of the air
war. Although the F-117A accounted for only 2.5% (40--45 aircraft) of the US Air Force combat aircraft
assels, they covered 31 % of the targets in the first 24 h.ours and were the only aircraft to strike targets in
Baghdad. More than 1000 Tomahawk cruil'e missiles were launched the same night. According to the US
J::>t.>parunent of Defence, better than

~O%

of missiles hit treir targets.' )2)

The F-II7A can only carry two 2,OOOIb GBU-IO or GBU-27 PGM bombs. Due to its relatively small
bomb load the F-I17 A requires accurate intelligence on its target, precise navigational data (from the GPS
system) and PGMs to be successful. F-117A attacks were often preceded by jamming by other aircraft to
encourage premature anti-aircraft fire. The Tomahawk normally carries one I,OOOlb (454kg) blastJ
fragmentation warhead or, less frequently, one 166 BLU-97fB triple-effeel submunilion. m ' Again, because
of its small warheaJ, the Tomahawk missile relies heavily on extreme accuracy to be effective. To achieve
Ihis accuracy

iL~

TERCOM electronic bram I.:ompares the actual terrain with digitised maps of its flight path

to the tmge!. It.'> accnracy call thaefore be imperiled by earher air missions. Generally the missiles were
fired in pairs, and by thc cnd of the war {he Navy had fired more than 300.(W The Tomahawk's success has
also given the US Navy the ability to influence the lanJ baUie at ranges(7.'1 far in excess of their traditional
role nf naval gunfire.

72.

Pellscope,

73
74,
75,

Ib'd,
G~mes,

The

~

8000n

Comple~ W~aooos III

Desert Storm

-l~e

Fl17

anil-'~o Tomahawk

Missile.

op Cli, p. 59

Tan1~hawk has

a ranlle of up to 1500 Ililies
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NIGHT FIGHTING CAPABILITY
Operation Desert Stoml was the first conflict in which a very large number of aircraft and ground forces.
were truly night capable. This capability was one of the main factors in the Coalition's overall
technological supremacy, and collectively the technologies involved are called electro-optic devices.(76)
The main technologies were theffilal imagery (light amplification) and infa-red detection.

Th~se

technologies provided thermal sights for tanks. night vision goggles (NVG) for aircrews/77> and forward
looking infa-red detectors (FUR) for aircraft. These devices are eilher embedded in weapon systems such
as MIAl tanks and Apache attack helicopters, in 'pods' such as the US Air Force low-altitude navigation
and targeting infa-red system (Lantern) which can be removed for daylight missions, or carried by ground
lfOOps.o'J
The capability to fight unhindered by night. combined with precise GPS navigation data, gave lhe Coalition
forces a marked tactical advantage. m \ Operationally this was an advantage as, significantly. both the air
and ground campaigns were launched at night-IRO) These technological advances have also taken away the
ability of an enemy without control of the air to even move forces al night, without being deslfoyed. The
single most important psychological impact relales to lhe on-going fear by troops of tactical defeat with
linJc or no foreseeable

.~oIUlion

to a problem beyond the control of leaders at the highest level.

However. the war has shown that there is ample space for refinements in equipment, training and
operational procedures. Somc helicopter flight accidents in the early stages of Operation Desert Shield
well

a~

a, cases of fractricide in Desert Storm are linked to night vision devices and operational procedure~,(RI)

The problem of troops killi ng fellow troops in the fog of war is one that has long existed. but it

wa~

aggravated in the Gulf Conflict hy frequent night combat and the Jack of Identification Friend or Foe (IF-'"F)
systems on affiloured vehieles. Whilst technology helped ereate this problem. it may also provide the
remedy. For example Martin Marietta Electronic Systems is developing a A.JR based automatic target
n:cognition sy"tem for air-lo-ground IFF applic3Iion.(R2)

n
71
78
79

BO
1l1.
B2

C~adw,c'" op cit pp. 28-2g
Magnusan. OJ' ~II, p,31 NVG allow oblecls 10 be recognised wllh c\a"ly 11.1 range~ e~ceedrng len krlomejres.
Challwick. ap Cil. pp, 28-29 The A-tO pilot, lar eramllle, uses imagos relayed 'rom Ihe IR seeker On IhB 'Meverick' mrsslle In ·see" al nighl.
Sharp',QS U Col, BriefIng on OperatlQo Desed--S1Qrrn, 12 Augusl 1991, Command and Stalf Collllge library, Recorded. U Col Sharples was the
CO of lhe Royal Scots Oragoon Guards durrng Ihe Porslan War The briefing h,ghlighted Ihe lacheal advantage enjoyed by Ihe CcahllaR ave'
tho Iraqis in ''''111.1100 to the supenority or weapon systems, especially the combinallon cI naVIgation ano ni<;jht lighting lechnologies
Chu'e', G.J .. 'The Banle So F''', So Good'. in Iime. ( US Edilion), 2B Jan'"ary 1991. pp. 20-21 The selecllon 0' the lima and Gate - 17
January 1991 - lor Ihe air campeign WM !i.ignJ~eantly inlluenced by the ,equ"emerllto ma.'m'se lhe advemage ol e nighl allad
Nalav, A" 'An Early Lesson', (0 Militarv Technplo(jy, 4191. p S4,
LOKJ J., 'Inla·'nd may end blue-.Jn Illue', in JD'it. 13 July 1991, p. 50
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ANTI-BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENCE
The only weapon which the Iraqis were able to effectively use against the Coalition forces was the Scud
baHistic missile. These missiks were 1965 Soviet Scud-Bs or the Iraqi variants AI Hussein or AI Abbas.
As the following chart shows, the Iraqis sacrificed warhead size for range in their variants, which will
always be a 'trade-off' when booster rocket size cannot be changed.

IRAQI SCUDS
MISSILES

RANGE

WARHEAD

(in miles)

(in pounds)

Scud-B

llD-180

AI Hussein

375--400

420

Al Abbas

435-550

100

Figure 1 (83)

Prior

to hostilitie~. General

SchwarzKopf and his staff had considered the Scud threat to be of little military

significance due to their limited range and small warheads. For e,1.ample, if only one of Iraq's SU-24
Fencers had managed 1O attack a target, it would have dropped a payload equivalent to 60 At Abbas Scuds.
However, the Seud attacks against both Israd and Saudi Arabia becamt: bom politically and strategically
importanL The US had to prove IhM it could prolect Israel and Saudi Arabia from thiS 'terror weapon' ,(~41
This consideration was important particularly in the case of Israel to keep its forces out of the war. In order
to stop the Scud allacks nearly oue third of the Coalition air sorties were redirected from other targets to
destroy the missiles and more importaully the mobile launch sites, This proved difficull as the

missile.~

were- C'jpable of being launched from rdati vely :-.imple lannch site.~ which were not easy to locate. It was
hecause of the 'Scud Hunt' mat the grnund offensive was delayed

83.
84.

seVl~ral

days.

Chadlllr,ck F., Gull War fact.f!QQt GOW Inc, Bloominglon, 199',. P 00,
A lotal ot B1 Scuds were hred in the war. In Ihe I"s! month 01 the alf campaIgn 1,500 ~OrlJes were moun led agamst lhem, and Gener<ll Horner
admitted Ihal he had' undereshmaled Ihe polili~al impact 01 Ina Scud· 8\len Ihough only 13 !sr<lel,s and one Salidi had died in Ihe SCud
campaign, Howe~er, in .a single ana....'. laler in the war 29 uS soldJers were k',IIOd See Mason A A . 'The an war In the Gull'. in SUrvival, l.4ay j
JUM 1991, p. 217,
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OnCe airborne, the only defence against the Scud was the Patriot air defence system. Designed to be the
US Army's air defence system of the 1970's, the Patriot system suffered development. production and
budget problems. It was nol until 1983 thaI these problems were resol ved, and in 1984 the US Army
initiated a $140 million anti-ball,islic program for the system to coumer the threat posed by the Soviet
Unton, The first production anti-ballistic missile was ddivered in September 1990. When the Patriot's
radar locates an incoming missile, it automatically passes a launch order to the missile battery. NonnaIly
two Patriol missiles are fired at an incoming target to ma"imise the chance of a successfnl engagement(B3\
Although the Patriots were very successful in destroying Scud missiles/ 86l considerable controversy
developed after the war with regartl.'\ their effectiveness.
Critic ism of the system centred arOllnd the damage that •destro yed' Scuds s till caused when their debris hit
the ground.(i7 J Notwithstanding the merits or problems associated with the Patriot system, the fact

remain~

that the Scud was largely a political weapon; as such the psychological effects of both weapon systems
cannot be underestimated, People in the target areas did not feel totally impotent against the Scud threat,
and the Americans as a result of the success of the system, were able to keep [srae! oul of the war.

1'.5.
86

87

Chadwick. op cit p. 90-·91.
Aal~'~on c1a,ms Illal ilS Palriol miss,les destroyed abool hall 01 the Scud warheads launched al Israel and juSI under 90% of l\1osa launched al
Salld, Arabia. See.J.Ol!i 4 May 1991, P 722. See also Hewish M., 'War-W1~nlng lechnologies' Palnot shows 'Is meille' in 1I:lllllnillional Defe~
~ Vol 24. 5.11991, P 475. This ar1lCla staled lhal Patnol batteries I"es 15B rounds, Inlercept,ng 4S of Ihe 47 'ncomlng Scuds. Tr,e US
Army deplOylld aCiproximalely 60 Palnollauncher'i!(l delend Riyadh and Dhrahran. Filllow",g Ihe ""lial mISsile alt;ocks on Israel, Ihe US
redeployed two Patriot balleries frorr Germany, loinmg the two Paino! baltones deli~ered 10 I~rael in Pocember 1990 which ..ere nol Ve' fully
opNalional.
Penscooe~, 'Proless()f Queslions EI!e<;I\~eneSs at Palnol Missiles'. 16 Apn\ 1991 Theooo'e POSlol, of Ihe Massachusen-s Ins"t~le of
Technology, slated belore Congressional Haarings lMI tumbling Scud debriS could halle caused more dama<;le than if Ihere had bae,\ no
defel\c~. Citing ligures on lhe numoor of altacks and the number 01 dealhs and damag~d homes in Israel, he said thai after Ihe Palriol missllB
were IlIslalled there weTe 15"10 fewer SCUd al1acks bul the number of aparlmenls damaged mp'led ilnd lhe number of deaths doul:>l~. See also
~lscoDe Article, reporl"'!! On an arlide in lhe Wall Slree\ JouIl\al, 'Palrial MJS.'>,les Comes Under AHack', 15 Aprrl 1991. Defence alliClpls
Sl(On~ly delended lhe performance of lhe Palnol mIssile 5l'slem.
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Chapter 3
TECHNOLOGY AND THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS OF WAR AN ANALYSIS OF THI; GRAND STRATEGIC, STRATEGIC AND
OPERATIONAL LEVELS OF STRATEGY
The Grand Strategic Level
The weapons with which the US prosecuted the Gulf War were nol developed to fight a 'Third World
Superpower'. rather they were a product of the US Grand Strategy to defeat the Soviet forces if war was to
break out on the Central European Plain. Factors, such as the American proclivity for technical and
mechanical solutions to problems in the economic. social and military domains; the analytical institutions,
such as the RAND COfl'oration. that we[l~ established after the Second World War to evaluate US strategic
requirements; and the American Industrial Complex:. all assisted the American military to advance down a
technological superiority path. The predominant reason for this chosen pathway was the need to oven::ome
the pervasive quantitative advantage that the USSR enjoyed in both fielded manpower and armaments.
This policy of q ualitati ve superiority was ini tiated by President Carter, indeed much of the weapomy used
in the Gulf War was developmed during his administration. President Reagan continued this policy an increased rate. Ronal d Reagan's defence spending. in constant dollars, was twicc that
aJministration. and came to a tolal of $US23

trillion.(8~)

0

at

f the Carter

President Reagan's defence policy could be said to

have heen one of 'quantity and quality'.
Thc pursuit of technological supcriorilY in both conventional and nuclear weapons has had lWO
ramifications. Thc first being that thc policy retlected the cconom.ic, industrial and technological advantage
that the US enjoyed over the Soviet Union.
The second, allied point, was lhat the pursuit of advanced weapon systems forced the Soviets to do the
same, and therefore it became an integral element in the 'Competitive Strategy' approach adopted hy the
US Administration. Whilst lhe collapse of the Soviet Un ion canno! be atlribnted solely to the compe[jli ve
arms race conducted by the US and USSR, it was a contributing factor.

88

Huey J and Perry N J .. The Fulure or Anns'.

,~

FDr1une loternatiQnal, 25 February \991. pp. 18--20
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The result of this Grand Strategy to defeat the Soviets with, amongst other things, technological superiority
in quantity meant that in 1991/92 Saddam Hussein faeed, arguably, the best armed milirary force that the
US had ever put into the field. That this military force was able to so overwhelmingly defeat a supposedly
fonnidable Iraqi Defence Force ~t ridiculously little cost to itself, has provided the defenders of
technological superiority new arguments to continue to pursue ever more advanced weapon systems as a
stated government policy. These arguments postulate that advanced weapon systems allow US forces to
inflict devastating destruction upon an enemy with conventional weapons at minimal danger to the
deployed US forces.(ll9i Additionally, the ability to conduct precision alt.acks that limit collateral damage to
civilian targets inereases the utility of military force as an instrument of US foreign policy. War could now
be made politically more acceptable

(0

the US electorate because of the likelihood of fewer US casualties

and morally acceptable beeause of an ability to avoid civilian targets. [nternationally, for similar reasons.
US military foree would be more diffieult to resist. These argumelJ(s rest on two basic assumptions: that
technology was one of the main reasons for the spectacular vietory in the Persian Gulf; and that the US
would be able to use similar military operations to further its policy objectives in the future - in other
words. military force would maintain its political utility.
At the micro-level, the policy of concenlrating on teehnologieal development may deny the searce defence
dollars to the many other elements, snch as training, that made the Gulf War an outstanding military
success.
Even though new technologies such as sLealth proved [() be effective in the Persian Gulf. there is no
guarantee that the cost involved in developiug new weapon
I neasures

~ystems,

will not encounter effective counter-

(operational or technical )''Xl) in the nex t war precise Iy because they did perfonn so well in the

Persian Gulf. Equally important is the fact thai the US was able to deploy a large number of men and
equipment and that it was uot one or two weapons, but a synthesis of the complete US military system that
proved so effective. This military system comprised both 'old' and 'new' weapons. Under the proposed
defence cuts, and withollt the financial and military support of its Enropean

allie~

and Japan, the US would

not be able to mouut a similar operation. These argnments will he developed further in this chapter under
Strategic Level considermions.
The essential point of the above discussion is nOlthat the pursuit of technological superiority is in itself an
incorrect policy; bnt that at the Graud Slrategic Level other factors, such as economic and societal

B9.
90

c..sJS., op ell. D

36.

QQr:L1l!.c1lrrI~.20 July 199 I , p. 3,
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development, are eqnally , if not more, impof1anl. There is considerable potential for Structural
Disarmament at both the micro and macro levels if the policy is not implemented appropriately, especially
considering the ehanging interpretation of national and international security_ In the long term, decisions at
the Grand Strategic level concerning the pnrsnit of technological superiority provide the military means to
implement Grand Strategic and Strategic Level decisions when situations similar to the Persian Gulf crisis
arise.
The more immediate Grand Strategic decisions involving the Gulf War revolved around the Bush
Administration's political aims and it's orchestration of the international arena to achieve those aims.
Whether the Bush Administration had long term Grand Strategic goals besides ousting Saddam Hussein's
forces from Kuwait; destroying his abilily to wage war with either conventional weapons or weapons of
mass destruction; and protecting the West's oil supply from the Persian Gulf is debatable. However, there
are persna')ive arguments that the Gulf War wa') to the long tenn detriment of the US and the rest of the
world.(Qll
Whether this is the case time will be the judge; but for the purpose of this thesis these considerations are
outside the scope of relevance. What is of impof1ance is the actions that President Bush had to accomplish
before he could employ his technologically advanced military machine to achieve his political objectives.
The foremost of these political considerations was that the Gulf War was the first major conflict of the post
Cold War world. It is extremely unlikely that the US led Coalition would have been formed, or considered
prosecuting a war on the Soviet doorstep, if the nuclear imperatives of the Cold War still existed. While
the US may not have:: needed direct Soviet military assistance/ 9c ) it could not have conducted the war
without Soviet acquiescence. The demise of the Cold War also enabled the US to gain 'legitimacy' for its
actions throngh the United Nations. Chinese as well as Soviet co-operation was required in the Security
Council. A China

~ti II

attempting to overcome the international approbation of its actions in Tiananmen

Square and requiring We::stern assistance to fulfil its four modernizations, could not afford La further
alienate the US or lhe US inspired international Coalition.
President Bnsh and his Administration used considerable diplomatic skill and persistence to fonn [he
Coalition. First. Ihe belief thai President Bnsh wonld commit forces to the Gulf regardless of
Congressional approval proved to be enough to compel the Senate to abide by a strong House vote by 8

91.
92.

Kettle S 8.00wrick S.•(Ed) .After the Gulf War, Pluto Pres~, Le,chha,dl, 1991
Fuller G.E.• 'Moscow and Ihe Gulf War', in Fpre,on AHairs. New York, Summer I ~g I, Counr.,1 on Forel'Jn Rel"l,on~. Inc. Vol 70, PP 61-63
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January 1991. Second,Saudi Arabia had to be perf.uaded to allow US deployment of its rapid response
forces. Third. widespread international

UN sanctions. Fourth. Arab and

~upport and

[~Iamic

commitment was established through the imposition of

'validity' was constituted by the

inclu~ion

of armed forces from

states such as Egypt and Syria. Initiating and maintaining lhe neutrality of Israel to ensure Arab 'solidarity
was a major US consideration throughout the war. Finally, while Gennany and Japan could not. and would
nol, commit forces for constitutional reasons. they were persuaded

to

substantially bankroll the operation(93)

as the US could not have afforded to conduct the war solely from its own resources.
The military option was possible only within this international political framework established and
maintained by the Bush Administration.

The Strategic Level

No one starts a war without first being clear in his mind what he intends
to achieve by that war and how he intends to conduct it. The former is
the political purpose; the latter its operational objective. This is the
governing principle that will set its course, prescribe the scale and
effort which is required, and make its influence felt throughout down to
the smallest operational detail.
Clausewi~94)

THE COALITION APPROACH
ClausewilZ' injunction lo have clear political objeclives and an understanding of the military means to
aehieve them is as relevant

(0

the Gulf War as when written in the eighteenth century. In the American

context, one intcrpretatlol\ conc<:rning the lise of military force was outlined in a speech by Secretary of
Defence Casper Weinberger bc:fore the US National Press Club on 28 November (984. lu it he 5re1t out
lhe six major preconditions for thc C'ommilment of US combat forces

abroad.(Q~J

These principles are

known as lhe Weinberger Doctrine. They were developed because of the hngering dIssatisfaction with thc
results of lhe Second World War,

th~

major catalysr being lhe US experieucc in Vietnam. This Doctrine

provides a useful tool to analyse US m:lnag-ement of the Gulf War at the Strategic Level. While aU six

93

P~t\~cope Article. 2 April \<J91, Washington W'fe SelYice.:A!!J.el1 CpnlnbUllOns

to Ih~ijL.!~Jgl $30 Bjllior!". See also Pell<;cope Art,cle. 1
\991. UPI. 'Gull War Est,mate' %61 a,ll.iQr!:
Clausewitz, o~ cit, P 579.
Summers H.G.• 'War Oeler, Fight. Terf?lrna\e The Purpose 01 War is a aeller P~ace'. 'n Naval War Cpllooe Rev,ew, January- February 1986,
pp 18·-29
Augu~1

94
B5
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principles are relevant. the third doctrine is the most important for achievement of strategic mililary success
and therefore will be examined in detaiL
This doctrine stales:

If we do decide to commit forces to combat overseas, we should have clearly defined political and
military objectives. We must also know precisely how our forces can accomplish

tho~e

clearly

defined objectives. And we should have, and send the forees needed 10 do just that.{9(,1
This requirement for clearly defined political objectives in regard to the commitment of US forces to the
Persian Gulf was outlined by Defence Secretary Cheney in his staremen! to the Committee on Armed
Services: After unparalleled international consultation and exhausting every alternative, President Bush on
August 7th ordered the deployment of US forces
he set forth clear slraightforward

objective~

[0

Saudi Arabia to protect vital US interests. In doing

~o,

to:

.... derer and, if necessary, repel further Iraqi aggression; effect an immediate. and complete, and
unconditional wirhdrawal of alllraqi forces from Kuwait; reSCOre the legitimate government of
Kuwait; and protect the lives of American citizens.!iI7\
This kind of clarity was the k.ey to the effective, appropriate use of military force.
These political objectives were
to Gcneral

Schwarzkopf.(9~)

u~ed 10

fonnulate the operational

mi~sion statement

General Powell issued

In conjunction with the SecreGlry of Defence guidance, they were also used to

construct the military objectives for Operation Desert Storm.
The military

objective~

were:

1.

Neutralisation of lhe [raqi national command authorilY's ability to direct miliul.fY operations;

2.

Ejection of [raqi forces from Kuwait and the destruction of Iraqi':; offensive threallO the region,
including the Republican Guard in the Kuwaiti Tbeatre of Opaati(ln~;

3.

Destruction of known, biological, and chemical weapons production and deb very capabi lities, to
inclnde Iraq's known ballistic missile program; and

4.

96,
97,

98.

Assi~lance lO

the legitimate government llf Kuwait.

SabrasllV A N and Sloane R.L., The' 8!1Cour"se tp War Ail Moraisa! ofIbI> Welnberner ~. US Arm~ War College, 1989, p. 1 \
Hearings llelore the Commlllee on Arm~d Forces Unileil Siaies Senale. One Hundred and Firsl Congress. Second SeSSIon, Sop 11, 13. Nov
27. ~8, 29. 30, and Dec 3 1990 SlalemenlotHan AicMrd Cheney Secretary of DeteM..e. US Government Prinlin\l Office, Washington DC,
1990, p, , 5. HereaNer relerred 10 a5 US Sen ale Hearings
Ibid, Slate..!rumL by General CQ!!!:! Powell USA, Chalrman Jomt Chiefs of Slaff p 32. General Schwarlkopl"s mission is • to deploy 'orces 10 Ihe
U S Central Command area Of responslbil,ty and to ta~a actions In concert With "ost counlries forces, frle.ndly forces and other alhes to defend
againsl Iraqi auacK on SaUdi Ara/),a and ba prepared 10 conducl other operal,ons as directed The other ope1atlons became OperatIon Desert
Slorlll.
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Keeping Israel out of the war was not ex.plicitly
earlier, it was persued by the Coalition5

st.a(~d

as a military objective. Nevertheless, as mentioned

99
)

Once these political objectives and their corresponding military objectives were established, the nexi most
critical elemeut was the degree of political control exercised over the war. The Goldwater-Nichols
Department of Defence Reorganisation Act of 1986 proved its worth in the Gulf War by establishing a
clean chain of command from the PresideD[, through the Secretary of Defence ( Grand Stratcgic and
Strategic Levels) to lhe Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff ( Strategic Level) finally to the Operational
Commander. This Act made General Powell the principle adviser 10 the President on military matters, not
a chairman presiding over a committee of servicc chiefs. The US would no longer manage military strategy
by committce as it had done during Korca and Vietnam, Within this command :;tructure President Bush
allowcd General Powell a degree of authority to manage miUtary stratcgy nol seen since President
Roosevelt gave Army Chief of Staff George C. Marshall a free hand in running thc allied stralcgies during
the latter stages of the Second World War. Neither President Bush nor Secretary Cheney subsequently
micro-managed thc war.(lem
This is not

(0

say, however, that appropriate political control was nO( exerciscd throughout the conflict

S~cretary Chency's

sacking of General Dugan as Chief of the USAF for what was considered to be his

inappropriate and inaccurate 'prophesy' concerning the role of airpower in the forthcoming war, and the
Presidential prerogative of deciding when

hos(iJiti~s

were to commence and cease highlight the political

control that was established and maint.ained throughout

Ih~

war. Indeed the controversy surrounding

General Schwarzkopfs opinion (and apparent advise to the President) that the war ended too early and that
the Coalition forces should have advanced 10 Baghdad and deposed the Hussein regime,ilOlJ provides an
excellent example of appropriate political control and the relalionship bct.ween political and m.ilitary
objectives. The need for a military capture of Baghdad was, for good reason, never a publicised objective
of the White House, First, it was outside the legal scope of the UN resolutions; second if would have
placed immeasurable pressure on Arab 'solidarity'; third, the likelihood of increased casualties would
undoubtedly havc placed greal pressure on the Government; finally, and most importantly, once Baghdad
was seized and Saddam Hussein depo.,ed, thc position of the US forccs would have become problematic.
America. rather than exorcising the Vielnam

~yndromc,

may well have found itself in a similar position to

the recent Soviet expericnce in Afghanistan ,( 1m) What was operationally achicvable may not under the
harsh sptltlight of international and domestic concerns have provcn to be politically desirable.

99
100

Inlerlm Report 10 Congress. op cit, 1-1 101·-2 Although no! menlloned, do!slruclion or Ir;>q's r'''clear taculties was a US objeclive,
61.1~jJll~SS-wee.!!., 'ManagIng Ihe war, 4 Febl1Jaty 199' ,pp 35-36 The blM gave Iha ChaIrman 01 Ins JOint Chiefs or Stall tM power 10 speak

Indepentj"ntly 01 the saMce chiefs, Th'" legislation aiso made Ihe Joinl ChlE!ts' 1 ,600 stat! dlreclly rsspnnsibla 10 lh" Chairman
Pari:;<;ope Articlo, from US News and World ReoO!1- ("'Ill War Ended Too Soon, Ii Ailrll 1991. No! ooly did General Schwal'2kopl havo 10
apologise 10 \~e Pr'ls,,'leol for his Slatef?lenl thai the Coalition offensil/e againsl Iraq snould have contlOU€{j, but one weak lalar 00 unnamed
senior US official ecMed his stalements 10 m(l US News and Wo~d R(!port magazine. The CoelillOn (orr:es Were 36 hours ahead 01 the allole<1
t 44 hours lor Ihe grOLJM campaign,
102. CnoJlch G.J .. 'Are Saddam'5 Days Numberod"', ,n I!me., 3 February 1991, pp 16-19. This arj,cle uses SimIlar arguments In Ir~ appraisal 01 US
opllons concerning (he invaSIon at Iraq. See also Saikal A "lid King R., The GUll enSIS' Testine A New WOdd Order WprKlog Pape!' NQ 233,
National LJb'ary or Australia. Canbena, JUrl(l 1991, pp. 8-9 This paper argues thai Ihe US 1011 Saddam Hussein in authorlly to foreslall a power
vacuum from w~\Ch Saddarn and Shi'il~ Islamic lundamentallSIS would <Jmerge as e stronger r€l:Jional power.
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THE IRAQI APPROACH
The contrast between !.he US handling of the war with that of the Iraqis at the Strategic Level is as striking
as the resulls achieved on the battlefield. In fact, the Strategic contrasl is probably the key factor that led to
the unequal eontest between arn1s in Kuwait and Iraq. One of the main reasons for the unmitigated Iraqi
military disaster was that Saddam Hussein's political goal!, conld not be translated into achievable military
ohjectives -

predominantly because the national interests that needed

[0

be advanced were unclear.

Historical precedent, dissatisfaction with Kuwaiti economic decisions. and leadership of the Arab world
and economic hegemony through the control of a large proportion of the world's oil may have been
possible, if the invasion of Kuwait had received international acqniescence. Once it became evident that
the US was committed to ejecting the

Ir~qi

force from Kuwait, the lraqi straLegic aims became even less

clear. However, President Hus:;ein's main objectives appear to have been to:
1.

Prevent !.he formation of the Coalition and the introductioll of significant US forces into Saudi Arabia.

2.

Attempt to split the Coalition, especially the resolve of Ihe Arab alliance.

3.

Attempt to break US domestic resolve to engage in war.(I03)

These objectives were based on a number of significant misconceptions. He thoughl the conflict would be
limited to Kuwait and in doing so the lcaqi Army could inflict massive casualties on the Coalition forces.
This Strategic plan was a result of the lessons learnt in the Iranllraq wac, and during the US experience in
Vietnam. However, a war with the US (with its sophisticated weaponry and military doctrine) in Kuwait
would be vastly different from Iraq's war of attrition with Iran. The Iraqi ability to restrict the contlict Lo
Kuwait was also problematic given the Coalition's advantage in air assets.
President Hussein's other mistakes were to undercstima1e the US domestic resolve to wage war, and to
relate Kuwait wi!.h Vietnam especially considering the position of the Soviets and China vis-a-vis the UN
R<:solutjon 678. Kuwait was an ideal environment for conventional operations in which rechnologically
superior weaponry would provide an immeasurable advantage. There was no comparison wi{h the jungles
and paddy fields of Vielnam, where weapon sYS[elllS wcre less important than political considerations.
Finally, there was no equivalent to lhe Weinherger Doctrine Lo judge the

action~

of President Hussein, nor

was thcre a separalion of function between Ihc Grand Strategic and Strategic levels in the Iraqi political/
military organisation which existed in the US force. This, in itself, is indicative of the difference in
sophistication between the two nations in their ability to 'manage' war.
103,

Inlerim Aepor\ 10 Congress. op Cit, P 2-5. See also Wamer D" S-addarll's Slralegy rested on US casualties'. in ASIa-Pacific Defence Aeoor'.&{,
March 1991, p. 19
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TECHNOLOGY AND THE STRATEGIC LEVEL
The significance of technology to US military strategy in the Gulf War was primarily the ability it provided
to achieve political objectives at minimum cost in men and equipment. As discussed eartier, this was due

to the synagistic nature of the complete system. However, at the Strategic Levd aspects of the advances in
military technology do sland out.
The tirst of these lechnologies was the sophisticated intelligence systems that provided the Pentagon and
the White House the information upon whi.ch decisions could be based. This imelligence system included
satellites, SIGINT, intelligence from units deployed to Saudi Arabia (particularly the AWACS) and
overflights of lraq by US aircrafL The extensive use of computers made the volume of this information
manageable. Howevcr, the system was not infallible. There were aspects of the Iraqi defence system that
were nol discovered, for example the number and location of SCUD
nuclear and chemical facilities(l{).j) -

missile.~, and

the location and type of

hut this does not detract from the fact thaI enough were identified to

make the air campaign a success.
Clearly 'Techint' did not completely replace 'Humanint';

1105)

both are still required and will for the

foreseeable future be cumplementary, Further, any information gathered by 'Techint' systems required
human interpretation to translate it into intelligence. General Schwarzkopf complained that battlefleld
imelligence from the intelligenee agencies was "caveated", disagreed with. footnoted, and 'watered down',
This led to critical disagreemenls between American intelligence agencies and the eommanders in the
theatre of ope rations, II CY,) The greater the number and the more sophisticated the systems the grealer the
volume of intelligcnce processing that is required. Knowing the number and location of an opponent's
tanks. guns and aircraft docs not necessarily gi vc the complete picture of his military capability or
intentions. It could be argued, for ex.ample, that the US intelligence syslem failed to predict the Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait With enough certainty or lead time to initiate preventative action. During Operation
Desert Shield and Desert SlOrm, however, the lOformation Ihis system provided, particularly conceming the
potential targets for thl: air campaign, was vital in ensunng the successful resolution of the contlicL
Similarly, lhere is little doubt that without Ihe intelJigenee capability that was avnilable to the US military,
principal potilical ohjectives of thc White House could not have been achieved within the parameters of UN
rcsolution 678.

104, MMfg, M,. 'War E Ipased f:lrvaliies, Weaknesses in Mllilary CcmmunicatlOns. In\eHigence Flaws Cited', in The Wdshmaton Post, 10 June 199 I,

105
'06

pp Al and A7.
Janes Delence Weekly 'Tec~ml v Humamnl: Ihe UnsMn War. 16 Fabluary , 991. P ~21.
Moore M . ·Schwarzkopl. War Inleiligence Flawel:l', 11\ The Washington Post, 1 J June 1991, pp A 1 and MO Schwarzkoprs slatemenl. Wefe
made in his report 10 cungress,
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The combination of this accurate intelIige.nce with the increased efficiency of modem warplanes has
increased the utility of airpower in achieving the objectives of Military Strategy. Indeed. the objectives 10
neutralise the Iraqi naltonal command system and destroy Iraq' s capability to produce weapons of mass
destruction was accomplished almost solely by airpower. Even after the war, it was the threat of renewed
air att.acks that restrained the Iraqis in regard to the Kurdish problem, provided protection for the US and
British forces in northern Iraq and made the Iraqi Government toe the hne concerning the inspection of its
nuclear facilities.

DESERT STORM SORTIES AND LOSS RATES
SORTIES

% OF TOTAL

COMBAT

LOSSES

(APPROX)

SORTIES

LOSSES

1000
SORTIES

USAF

64,826

59

14

0.22

Allied

17.580

l6

9

0.51

USMC

9,580

9

8

0.8}

USN

17,580

l6

7

0040

Tolal

109,876

100

38

0.35

(Source: USAF)

(107\

Figure 3
A number of interesting points arise as a conseqncm:e of this increased utility of airpower as a 'strategic
too!'. As figure three shows, the US Air Force carried out by far the greater number of strategic missions
over Iraq/1M) while the Naval air arm took a back seat. This was beeausc the Navy did not have PGMs in
sufficienl quantity. operationally it was constrained by the requirement

[0

provide prOtection to the Heel,

and its bomb damage assessment was not up to that of the USAF,(I(l'!\ Because the weight of strategic
missions fell on the USAF Ihe

importanc~

of access to bases, airtields and an adequate infrastructore to

support eontinuing operations could not be underestimated.
107,
1Oil,

10~

Cned in Sweetman B. and RobiMOllA., "The medtan~ 01 Inlerd~bOn and airfJeld a~adl'.ln IntemalJorlal Defence ~, Vol 24, 5.11991, P 472.
Ib'd, pp. 468--472. The USAF dominilled lhe planning and exe<:ulion 01 Ihe air campaign. It was l\1ere first, Ilew 59% or lhs sorties, operalod all
Dul a handlul of lhe aircraft capablQ 01 clelive"n~ PGMs aulonomouslv or al night. prnvidecl VI rlually ali \::Joker suppor1, and provjd~ Ihe QVQ(ll.1I
command and control
N~lu~OJ.!)gs. 'Alrcrall- Ye~, Taches -- Yes, We'lpon. - No', Sepl~mber 1991, pp 55---57.
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Another interesting feature was that, paradoxically, aircraft nonnally associated with strategic roles were
used for l.aclical or operational missions. For ex.ample, the only 'strategic' bomber used in the war was the
8-52. However, it was employed predominantly in operational level missions to attack the RepUblican
Guard divisions and other Iraqi units. For these operations terror and tonnage slit! had utility. Similarly,
aircraft nonnally associated with tactical and operational employment were used in the strategic role. From
this two observations can be made: rust, that the requirement still ex.ists for a mix. of both sophisticated and
less sophisticated aircraft; and secondly, that technology has blurred the distinction between strategic and
tac tical aircraft.
It is evident thaI !.he technological advances in aircraft and associated doctrines have created an increased

strategic utility for airpower. Whilst the 'Ground Was' was still required to recapture Kuwait !.he ability to
conduct surgical strategic strikes with relative impunity, and the increased accuracy of air-to-ground
munitions, has imposed \he absolute requirement for air parity on the modem conventional battlefield.
Without parity in the air, even locally, a combat force is now, more than ever before, doomed to deva~tatjng
defeat.
Finally, [he Gnlf War provided an impetus to the anti-ballistic missile focus of [he Strategie Defence
Initiative (SOlt The Patriot missiles that shot down the modified Iraqi Scuds were the fIrst antimissiles
ever fired against hostile real scenario targets. As such. Operation Desert Storm demonslrated to the
Pentagon that:
a.

The Third World tactical missile threal is real, and

th~

counterthreat of potent US forces cannot be

relied upon to deter their use.
b.

It was more difficult than anticipated to fInd, track and destroy threatening missiles before they were

used.
e.

Aetive

defenc~

against sueh weapons can work in battle.

The end of the Cold War has removed much of the percei vcd threat of a massed nue/ear attaek on
coutinenl1l1 USA. Therefore. SOl research has been direeted towards a system of global defence against
limited strikes, a seheme dubbed 'G-Pals'. A parallel developmem has been the Tactical

~1issile

Defence

Initiative (TMDI), for which the SOl organisation has also been given responsibility. TMDl's emphasis is
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on rapidly "relocatable" systems to protect US forward deployed and expeditionary forces and aUies.
[neluded in the program are upgrades to the Patriot system and development of three antimissile missiles
for procurement as early as 1995.( 110) These antimissil e systems are:
a.

Extended Range Interceptor (ERIt-.T"f).

b.

Theatre High Altitude Interceptor (THAAD), and

c.

Arrow.

While the Patriot system and the de velopmenlS under 1MDI are considered to be tactical or the.at:r'C weapons, the usc of
the Patriot missile system in thc Persian Gulf had definite strategic implications. This highlights the diffieulty in
delineating the vertical dimensions of the four levels of Strategy. However. these developments do illustrate the point
that, wll~ the political initiatives of disarmament and weapon control can halt the proli feration of ballistic missiles,
defence against them on the battJefield will be lechnologicaHy driven.
The ability to suslaiu its forces in the Persian Gulf was a major strategic concern

to

the US. Although some

problems "urfaced with regard to consnmable items.o 'IJ generally the US military logistic system and
indnstrial base was able to meet the demands of its deployed force for the duratiou of the eonflict.
However, because of the unique features of the Gulf War and the fact that the US lost few of its major
weapon systems. the ability of the US to snstain a protracted high level conflict using sophistieated weapon
systems was not tested. As high technology weapon systems and weapons are not produccd in real quanlity
it j~ difficuH to inerea'ie production rates to meet prescribed demand.
Production lines are limited for major components, such as electronics, and skilled workers are not trained
easily. Some of the components used in the weapon systems were sourced from overseas(\12) -

this was a

particular concern for the US as it had to import crucial electronic components from Japan during the
war(lDl -

or required special ingredients or materials for v,'hich supplies were limitcd. These twin

prob!ems. of limited initial stocks and low production

rate~

were nilt tested in tht' Gulf War. It is possible

that in a future war production may not he able to meet the demand for sophisticated weapon systems and
munitions destroyed or consumed until after the war i,,, over. Technology. therefore, requires that
traditional mdhods of war production may nOl provide the support for the decision-maker under the
dictates of high technology conflict.

Askor JR. 'Sallislic Missile Delense ShIlts To Co~er TheatrerTactlcal Threats'. in ~O.~[)d Space Technoloov, IS March 199\. pp
54--55.
111. Shoop T., 'Another Techn,cal NightmarCl',in Government En'cLlhve, 1/91, Pll.38-3Q.
112, Lt Col Hill R , 'Depot Operations SIJPPOl1Jr,g De~el1 Shield'. In Mili.lll..-~~, April 1991, P 2S
113 Periscope, 'aportmg on fln ankle in the Washlnalon pp~t, 'US Aelled on Foreign Made Pal1S lor Woapons'. 25 March 1991. The articl8 Mtails
Ihat tho OS had to make priorITy ,mports 01 transponder parts rrom Franee and semiCOOducter ChiPS, tran5\~ lars and other electronic parts
o!.Senlial rO( Iheir al1vanced weapons ((om Japan,
T10.
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The Operational Level
At the operational level .,. your goal is not to kill the enemy, but to
provide opportunities. for the commander at the tactical level to kill the
enemy. Your operational objective is to put the enemy in harm's way.
General Otis, US Army(114)

As Luttv.'ak argues in his book Strategy. the Operational Level of war is a contest of the opposing
commanders' minds and intellects as expressed in conceptual methods. which are translated into action on
the balllefieid. These conceptual methods fall within the ends of the Manoeuvre/Aetrilion spectrum,OII) The
Gulf War provides an excellent example of the opposing methods of Attrition (Iraq) and Manoeuvre
(Coalilion),
The essential element of Attrition is that it is war conducted by industrial methods, Success is achieved by
the cumulative effect of ~uperior firepower and material sLIength. The greater the level of Attrition the less
requirement there is for operational ability. However, an army that employs this concept without having
the ability to force its opponents to similarly engage ina war of allrition. is susceptible to being dislocated
by Manoeuvre the goal of which is to incapacitate the enemy by systematic disruption. lI'6l This is achieved
by avoiding the enemy's strengLhs and applying selective superiority to his weaknesses. in other words
achieving superiority at the tactieal point of battle. These tactical battles must always conform to the
commander's overall aim which should be to destroy the enemy',', cenlre of gravit)~'171 otherwise they have
no operational relevance and dissipate an army's force. The attributes of Manoeuvre are that it is a high
risk method thaI has the potencial for disproportionate gain: it also requires surprise. speed and qualitalive
standards in the forces employed; it requires intellectual ability in the operational commander and his .,taff,
and initiative in the tactical commanders: and it relies on good command, control, communications and
intelligence.
Whilst the Operational Level of war does not mean that a furee that embrace~ it will automatically elevate
Manoeuvre as its doctrine of war; invariably however, this has been the case. For example, the US Airland
Baltle doctrine is a concept based on manoeuvre and cmrhasizcs the imporlance of synchronising air and
land units equipped with high technology we3pons into an in\egrated force that can respond rapidly to

114 Dratt Manual 01 Land Wartar~ Pamphlet 1 1 3 CamQaininq, 'rhe Operallon~l L~vel of War, Auslral,all Army, pp. 1-5 tol----6.
115 Lultwak E N.. ~. Harva'd Un,versity Press, CambfldQ~, 1987, pp 9'~7
116, Ibid, pp 92-95
I 17, The lerrn 'cenlre or gravity' is mosl relevarll 10 tho OperatIonal Level It descnbes lhe pOlnllhal Ihe enemy is most wulnerable and/or lh~ POIIl!
where the aUack W1U ha..! Ihe besl chMce 01 being deciSive. The lerm 'S borrowed Irom mechanical engineering, mdlca\ing a poinl al wtlich B
level or ettorl, such as a push, ....'11 aGComplish more [han lhe same sHori applied elseWhere. ClauSIl'Ntz called It lhe "hub 01 all power and
movement". See Warden J,A . IlliUII[ Campalon flaMina for Combal. Nallona', Defence Umversity Press, Washing Ion , OC, p. 9,
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threats and opportunities on the batt1efield.(IJ~) The development of this doctrine was significant in the
overwhelming success of the Coalition force in the Persian Gulf.
In essence the Coalition applied,both concepts of Manoeuvre and attrition against the Iraqi forces.
Coalition control of the air allowed them to destroy the Iraqi Army at a rate and with an accuracy and
devastation unequalled in modem military history. However. to vicw the Coalition air campaign just as a
war of attrition would be to misconstrue it. This destruction was possible because of the sophisticated
operational plan that initialed the war and destroyed the Iraqi air defence system - allowing the Coalition
to achieve air supremacy almost immediately, This plan did not rely on attrition but on an indirect
attack.(II~) against

the Iraqi air defence command and control system utilising surprisc. deception,

appropriate tactics and weapons .. and by taking advantage of Iraqi doctrine that centralised command and
con trol fu nctions. (120)
The overall operational plan successfully avoided the Iraqi strcngths while exploiting their weaknesses.
Saddam Hussein's rigid command and control system was undermined as was the Iraqi air defence and
logistic systems, Coalition forces took advantage of the Iraqi inability to gather tactical or operational
intelligence and applied its mobility

10

avoid Iraqi fixed defences. The combination of aU- power and sound

planning allowed lhe Coalition to dictate the terms u f the battle and thereby achieved Gencral
injunction

[0

put the enemy in hann's way. Saddam Hussein's operational plan.

Of

Oti~'

lack of iI, also helped to

pul the lraqi force in harm's way.

118
: 19.

120

Morroco J.O, War WoI/ Reshape DcctTine bull~ are Um~ed', InAYJj3tioo Week and Snare IedJnoloov, Vol 134. No 16,22 ApIiI1991, P 42.
Wardoo, op cit ~ 37----38 and 63--7& Wolrtlen'S book tS an eltDBllet1lp."'JJniraDoo 01 i1lr war at the ~rafionallJwel. Warden ~ Ihat IhB mos1 ellectNe
way to QIIIn a,r superiority is 00110 tig1r an air Mille 01 anob,.., bllt 10 destroy the enem~5 ,ntrnstru:ture IMt prolects and >Upp011S his air (0<mS: arr:1lo destroy
anomy airctafl on !he groor.d. Warden, a Colonel in !he USAF, was OIl GeMraJ ,'1omers 31r staN in a plaJ1l1lng appoil'llrnef1l
Pe,~ Attde, 22 July' 99, , tiled artde !ror1\ the July ed'bon of ~Wooi<and Space Toch~. These aspocts Of the Coalition's irdrec1 approa::;h
are higliighleo:l by IhB usa the aJr plan made of General Dugga n"5 di:>mssal. Duggan was ~ red after revealing ItIat !he CoaJ ,oon's aj r oo-rlingercy plan wwld
rely on a ma~iIIe air eatl1paQllocused 00 borrbng key leade~h<p wgols in BalllYlad In orde, 10 take 8CMInlage 0I1his sillJalion. p1anrws ~"rod !heir
Slrat~ anlicpabng lhat!he IraQIS woukl ircrnase the inlensit)' ol.8Jr defences arnurr:1 fl801ldad. Aller the fir.ol strices on ta'!JOts f\ !he 00/, CMioon forms
taurrllod a fake bornI:>V>g Illld ~rnj lo look like !he maSSM:l aj r attack thai Duggan had ~ribed The 00c:epII0n _s desVoed 10 lure !he lraq.s into
Iu I1llO\l on all 01 !heir air de'tsrce and SAM 1"lldal1i, \OotlcJ'l WJId !hen be stn.d<. slnullarllOOUSty'. The 113<1<5 macted as ilI11q:la 1B:l, bnnong '-4l all !heir radars in
!he B..ghded illOO, The llna:::king am::mft h~ !he radars wilh an a1mosl S'lnutlaneous batTa~ oIlell1al HARMS, ....tld1 cnppled Iraq's air dP./ero:l nlll\Olork and
command CEOtr95. The nelWO/1< remaiPoed ,nef!ecWe lor !he reman<lElr of !he war,
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TECHNOLOGY AND THE OPERATIONAL LEVEL OF STRATEGY
It is a Common error to perceive Manoeuvre as synonymous with armoured forces and, more recently with
airpowc:r. Manoeuvre is a concc:pt of war that dictates how these weapons will be used in combat.
Attrition can, and doc:s. incorpornte modern weapon systems into its respective concepts of war. lndeed,
one of the criticisms of reformers such as Franklin Spinney is thallhe concentration on increased
capabilities of high technology weapon syslems has a tendency to lead to Attrition as a warflgh ting
concept.(121) Alternatively, technology has also increased the options and enabled the maximum offensive
potential to be oblained through the use of Manoeuvre warfare. This is highlighlc:d by Whittingham in his
book Peoples War, when he discusses the developmcnt of Blitzkrieg:
The basic tactic of the Blitzkrieg is the infiltration. This is a method of attack first developed on a
large scale by the Gennan army in 1918. and theu carried

OUI

by unarmoured forces mov ing on foot.

When carried out by such unarmoured forces. infiltration was more effective than previous forms of
attack, but it did not move quite far enough to separ.3.te the oppo...ing forces ... 11 never quite beeamc
strategic (operational) infiltration and was never earned out completely until new weapons of the
Blitzkrieg were developed, the tank and the plane.(I22)
As the Coalition was the only force that effectively displayed an operational pbn in the Gulf War, il is
appropri.3.te to examine how technology influenced the formulation and implementalion of this plan. As
staled previously

th~

Operational Level is siguified by a contest of lhc opposing General's minds and

imelleets translated into conceptual methods of action on the battlefield. An integral requirement needed to
fmmulalc these conceptual methods (the operational rlan) is intelligence on the enemy and the theatre of
operations.
The Coalition had a vast arrayal' sophisticated mtelligencc gathering equirment. Strategic to the Tactieal,
upon which

La

formnlate these plans <lnd to provide information on the enemy once combat had

eommcnccd. AI(hough General Schwarzk.opf was dismissive of the inlelligence coming from Washington,
the f<let remains that a great deal of infonllati()Jl was assembled in the five months before Operation Desert
Storm upon which fo hase ...tralegic and operational decisions. This intelligence. especially the aceurate
information on Iraqi targets.

wa~

a predominant reasou why the air eampalgn was so successful.

121 Sp,nney F.C., ~.i acrs or Life Iht< Plans/Reality Mismatch. edited by Thompson J C , Westview Press. Boulder. 1985, pp. 85--92.
122, Cited In ~oore J.R., 'Lang Range Penelra"orl" A New Farm or War'. In ~ ArnlV Revl~. No 96, Augusl 1991, pp. 35--36
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As discussed iu Chapter Two, technology in the form of computers and modem communications equipment
was used fa translate this information into opcrational plans, such as thc Integrated Air Plan. This
techuology re(Juced the amount 0 f human input needed to produce, disseminate and implement these plans.
To this end, computer systems such as Modem Age Planning Program (MAPP) were used to help the
Coalition operational staffs wargame their proposed concepts and plans.(123)
Once combat commences the operation.al commander and his staff are concerned with placing tactical units
in a favourable position to systematically disrnpt the enemy's defence and nullify or destroy his centre of
gravity. Tn the Gulf War the AWACS and JSTARS aircraft provided the Coalition with the ability to coordinate both air and land tactical units to achieve optimum results and snperiority at the point of contact.
They also provided the ability

(0

react almost immediately

10

enemy counter moves,

The operational plan for the ground campaign was based on the en velopment manoeu vres of V1J Corps,
assisted by XVlIl Airborne Corps. The distance that these formations had to travel to cut off the Iraqi army
in Kuwait and to destroy tbe Republican Guard division was, in

miliu~ry

tenns, ver), impressive,024)

This manoeuvre depended on good intelligence, effective logistic suppon, and at the mosl basic level the
ability to know where they were. Saddam Hussein. in fact, diSCOUllted the possibility of an envelopment
because he belicved that the Coalition forces would get lost in the desert.(I2.'l) However technology in the
fonn of the GPSfNAVSTAR satellite system mcant that the Coalition forces knew exactly whcre they were
iH

all times. They were able to e.-t.ablish precise locations of their tactical unilS to ach.ieve the greatest

advantage at the point of contact and to dislocate the entire Iraqi defensive position.
The Gulf War showed that advances in military technology in areas such as PGMs. ICMs, deep

~trike

weap0OS, navigation, targeting, guidance, intelligence and communication systems bave made 'he
battlefield an inherently more dangerous environment. General Schwarzkopf and his staff became.
arguahly, thc first generation of modern operational commanders to have unbroken and accurate
~urveilJaJ\ce of

their enemy and the battlefield in almost rcal time. The sophistication of the reconnaissance

and intelligence assets gave thcm a high degree of confidence to the point where they could 'believe their
eyes'. To a large degree, on the Coalition side, technology greatly dissipated C1ausewitz' fog of war and
rednced his coucept of friction. Virtually nothing escaped being sensed; what was sensed was detected;
wbat was detecled was accuracely targeted; and what was was targeted was inevitably destroyed with

123 Harlen M . 'MaInframes tesl what it battles', in J:hitAustraiian, 19 February 199'
124. US armoured forces IrayeJled nearly 250 mIles on the firS! night of the ground campaign 10 enc"~e lhe Ro1publican Guard. Saker C., 'Old
Fi9hllog Oo<:lrine Faces Post War Overhaul' in QtIlells'i! News, 15 April 1991, P 44.
\:'5 Warner 0" 'Aslray on llle B"dsviJle Trac,' In Asia-PaCific Defence Reporter, August 1991, p. 28.
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modem munitions. elM ) Uncertainty in the decision-making process was, in short, reduced to a manageable
level well within the cognitive capacities of the decision-makers whose job it was to act and react to the
information and intelligence supplied by these systems.
That this ability in the Persian Gulf was one

~ided,

meant that baute could now be conducted on an

unin!errupted time continuum; and as the ground campaign only lasted 100 hours, two vital questions were
left unanswered. Firstly. could combat soldiers and headquarter staff maintain the pace for extended
periods? Secondly, could the logislic system sustain conflict at such an intense rate for a protracted period?
Thcse considerations notwithstanding, in fact probably because of them, modem war at the operational
level utilizing manoeuvre will be short. sh.arp and devastatingly destructi ve.

126, McKinley M., Pedeel Wor and Slraleqie Illite/MY or NolO Coodendere,16:r.1 for'Gulf Con11ict Pr~jecl. (Te21 M~dia/ABC). '~91, p, 14.
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Chapter 4
TECHNOLOGY, STRATEGY AND THE DECISION PROCESS
[n order to develop a model that'might be capable of providing some insight into the deeision-malclng
process of Operation Desert Stonn it is necessary to establish clear pacameters of discussion. The
processes involved in the analysis of any kind of decision-making in a complex organisation. operating in
an open system, necessarily requires a correspondingly complex analysis of the myriad of associated
internal and external relationships. This is clearly beyond the scope of this thesis. It is the intent of this
chapter to assess the affect of technology on the decision-making process of the Coalition force in relation
10

the three principle levels of Strategy. The model, therefore, should provide a functional 1001 for the

assessment and analysis of the decision process. and should also be prescriptive to the point where some
basic postnlalions can be defended.
The decision process will be viewed from the perspective of selected theorists and will focus primarily on
the work. on Contingent Decision Path Perspectives by Alex Kouzmin and Alan JMITlan. The list of
meorists is /lot exhaustive but provides the basic parameters for discussion along established theoretical
lines. The principle theoretical relationships that will be discussed are the reduction ofpcrceived
uncertainty and the perception of the organisational enviroument. the strucrural context within which an
organisation must operate, and the technological function and facilities.
Linkages between the theoretical postulations concerning organisational behaviour and the Coalition force
in the Persian Gulf are iJentifiable in the four deductive types of contingent
Jarman~s

analy~is

found in Kouzmiu and

'Crisis Decision-Making: Towards a Contingent Decision Path Perspective'. By grafting the

epistemological typologies into a mulli-layered model, an atypical basis for analysis may be established.
The schema (Figure 2) is based on the environmentally extemaJised model of Emery and Trist (1965), the
structure and decision-making model of Thompson and

Tud~n

(1959) and {he technological value laden

model of Perrow (1967).
The layers consist of a number of mutually exclusive models each pUl"TJortmg individual characteristics but
each 11IIked to lhe others by associated variables and a symmetry of association to organisational behaviour.
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The Perrow model in lhis schema has been adapted. Definitions of variables are somewhat probLematic.
Using possible organisational design for creative non routine transfonnation, Kouzmin and Jarman have
presented their model as a three layered deductive base. Perrow's 1967 concept of craft engineering has to
be reversed for the model to

WOQL

If the model is worked inwards, the now reversed Perovian terms of

Craft and Engineering still do not fit neatly. New labels are needed for the concept tenns, The general
concept of Professional Bureaucracy as advocated by Mintzberg(l 171 can be substituted for lhe Craft label
and the concept of Adhocracy for Engineering. Caution in relabeling Perrow's original model must
however be taken. The term' Adhocracy' is a value laden and emotive rem} with SOme particularly
irrelevant connotations. Mintzberg's concept is applicable bm another label would sit betler with the
model. An Adhocracy does, however, afford a close association with the provisions of an 'Acute'
innovation typologyI2~) and it is selectively decentralised allowing k.ey players the autonomy to make
decisions at critical stages.
Kouzmin and Jarman encourage working a certain classifiable situation to fit their model whereas Perrow

(1984) has a much tighter structure; if the situation does nol fIt (hen discount it and search for one that does.
This attitude limits a widc:r utility for the constructs of the mode1lhal is not apparent in the KouzminJ
Jannan model. The Kouzmin/Jarrnan model allows a situationally contingent analysis of decision paths
associated with the predominance of int1uence in each of the layers.
Hence, there should be entry points into possible future scenarios and decision-makers should therefore be
able to deduce potential interventionalist strategies. The analysis of crisis paths allows the symptom to bc
separated from the events and therefore accurate identification of cause and effect (means/ends) equations
from the mcta-policy. or Grand Strategic levcl. down.
The model tills a large number of holes that have heen left by other less epistemologically complete
schemas. Given that there is 'no single optimal fonn of orgi:lnisational structure' ,11,Nt the schema provides a
unique insight into current organisational theory panicularly on strategic planning, conlrol, technology and
organisational design. It allows for differing organisations and organisational perspectives and is ideally
suited to the investigative requirements of this thesis because it permits issue synoptic modelling. So Ine
further understanding of the nature of contingent theory and organisatIOnal behaviour is needed. however,
before returning to the model in order that the congruent variable. technology, might be apportioned its
appropriate influence in 'Operation Desert SlOrm'.

Minl2bero H 'Structures in 5'~ A Synthesis or the Research of Organisational Oeslq,1', ManBllemenl Science. V'llume 26, No 23, March 19l'lO.
Pp 322-41.
12B Palsby NW., flID1!callnOO\la\lOn 10 America' The.PoIIlICS or ElIJJcy Innovalion Yale U"iversily Press, 1984, p 158. Polsby's 'Types of
lonoval1oo' schema prescribes two types of Plll.cy ,nnovation: 'Acute' and'lnC'lbaled'. 'AcUie' Lnnovalion affmds the poSSlOLllIY or assessmenl
Irom alilernaote and s.lualionally conhngenl perspec[lIIes and i" prollably bel1er known by Ihe ax,om 'solullons looking lor problems'. In this
instanoo the provision of 'War·gamLng' allowed the Coaillion rorc/ls a proactive ability lor Slra\egic plann,ng priD/ (0 lh'l decision to actlva!e
Des 91t Sh I eld.
129. Kowzm,n A and Jarman A , 'Cnsis Decision-making rowards a Conhng~nl Decision Path Pnrspec\ive', on Rosenthal U .. Charlos M.T,. and Hart
P. (9ds)·~es t,,1anaQinc Disas.ltnl R,ols aod Ier~, Charles C rhomas, Illinois. 1989, eMpler , 5, p. 238
127.
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TECHNOLOGY AND RISK
Much of the scope of modem theoretical analysis focuses on technology as the slUdy of techniques and
tasks within the organisational framework, not the more common tenn associated with machinery or a!-; is
the casc in this paper high techntllogy weaponry. Technology incorporates an organisalion's functions as
well a!; its facilities: it can describe operator and machine processes (cognitive and physical), existing rules
and procedures, infonnatlon and communication networks and flows, and conlro] of input and output
sequences. Organisations are classified in tenns of the kinds of tasks that are performed in them and this is
presumed to affect the structure of the organisation and. to a varying degree, the range of goals that can be
achieved. There is no actual or definitive agreement as to how to define technology in any precise way or
even how to measure it. Whilst it is not the focus of this thesis, the eomponenl framework of the
Contingency theorists does establish one major organisational precept: that of the appropriateness of
centralisation of decision making in a complex interreacti ve environmeut.
The basic proposition, developed by Charles Perrow, develops the concept that a linear dichotomy model
provides a descriptive observation of the problems associated with the interaction of task and process and
the issues surrounding 'eoupling'. The descriptive components of the model illustrate (he dilemma that
exists between an organisation's need to facilitate appropriate response to the dimensions of comple~i(y
and coupling. In the Interaction/Coupling Chart Perrow establishes the problems associated with the
centralisation and decentralisation issue in modern complex organisations. What is of imeresllO us is the
fact that the 'Military Adventures' reside in the quadrant that exhibits loose coupling and a

compJe~

interactive field.
This component of the model dictates a decentralisation of command and conlro) due to the nature of
complexity in the interaclive field; those persons close

(0

the system failures and perturbations of the

system need (he authority to respond on the basis of their experience and their ability

[0

penetrate the

unexpeeted interactions of failures if they ocCUr.d'QI This was precisely the logic behind the Strategic and
Operational framework of deeision making in the Coali tion forces during Desert Slllrm and
from the While House

[(l

wa~

cvidenl

unillevel operations throughout the war. dll )

According to Khandwalla as environmenls become increasingly eomplex decision making can no longer be
concentrated at a single point in the organisation. The precepts of vertical and honzontal decentralisation
permits a cognisanl response to loeal conditions, provides stimulus for motivation, ami

enhanee~

the

130. Perrow C,. ~QraaDisallons A Crillcal Es..ay (Thi[d Ellll'Q!lI, New York, Random House, 1986, Pll 140-154.
13 I. The Goldwaler-Nlchols bill ensured 'hal combat commanders were Qlven full Operalional authOrity over [he lorces assigned
them.
Interestingly enough '1 ..,as tire laCK or an associallon to dccentrahsod command and docislM twnclions durin!} lhe Vietnam waf. as menllDned
earlIer, lhat inhibited Clec's'on-maker's ability Ie d'sassociale Operallonal Level deCisions bom S'rateglc L(wel clecJslon·makmg II was Inis lack
of decentrallsed comrol by Saddan Hu~s"','n Ihal etle~'i~.. ,y cnpple(] hIS command Slru~(u'e On 'he rirs, day oj ,he a,r war,

'0
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prospect of an effective organisational culture as a result of freer communications.(I)2) In direct association
with the precepts of the four levels of Strategy decentralisation provides each level of command with the
delegated anthority for decision-making wilhin the constructs of the higher order reqnirements of Strategic
goals or Grand

Srrat~gic design .•

Fnrther,the more turbulent the external environment, the more strategically important becomes the
absorption of nncertainty and the development of avoidance mechanisms.(I3J)
Hence there appears to be some degree of rudimentary alignment between lhe basic postnlation of Perrow's

1984 schema and the structural configuration of an organisation seeking 10 minimise nncertainty in a
turbulent environment. What of Ihe environment?, are all organisations captive of their environment?, or is
strategic choice independent of the influence of environmental detenninism?

ORGANISATIONAL UNCERTAINTY

&Uncertainty itself does not give power; coping gives power'
D.J.Hicksofit34)

Studies have shown that conditions in the exrernal environment affect such things as the effectiveness of
organisational structures and process, the autonomy of lOp level managers, managerial

problem-~olving

activities, and organisational goals themselves. Therefore it is crucial for organisational managers [()
understand the relationship between the external environment and organisational decision making.
The complexity of organisational environments cause managerial uncertainty regarding the appropriateness
of decision alternatives, and leading management theorists have regarded 'coping' with uncertainty as the
central problem for complex organisations.(I351 In fact. the removal of uncerta.inty from the informational
environment may be viewed a.s the major goal 01 [he organizing process. In the words of one theorist.
'Organizing is concerned with removing equi vocality from information and structuring acti vlties so lhat
this removal(uncerrainty) is pos!>ible' .(136)

132,
1J3
134.
135.
136.

Khil11dwaHa P.N. D!lsloo or Qr~aJli$all'l..'lS.. New Yorl<, Ranoom House, 1977, P 345,
Kl1andwalla P.N" ibid. p. 346
HICkson D.J. et ai, ' A Stralogic Conllngencies Thoory llllnlraorga~,salional Power '0 MmiOlstralive SCience Quanelli, 16, 1971, pp <'19---220,
See ror e-ample, W A D,U, "Environmenl as an "'~uence on t.1anagerial Autonomy": J,G,t.1arch aM H.A,SimOll, Organisations, New Yo~ Wdey,
1958,ar,d J.D Thompson, Qrganisations "' Ac!IQr, New Yol1<, t.1r.Graw·HiU, 1.,ti7, pp,27-26
WeICk 1<. E , The Social PSyCQQ)iXlY or Qrnan'$,oa. Read,ng, t.1e.~, Addison Wesley, 1969, p. 2~
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The importance of decision making uncertainty is derived from the limited capacity organisations have for
gathering and processing infonnatioll and for predicting Ihe consequences of various
According to March and Simon, the complexity of running an
the organisation and exceed the cognitive limits of ilS

~nterprise,

d~ision makers;

d~ision alternatives.

if fully faced, would overwhelm

hence managers must 'satisfice' .(ll7i

Tht:y must pursue satisfactory rather than optimal solutions. The danger of this aspect of organisational life
is that managers must decide what infonnation is to be communicated to the organisation and hence run the
risk of providing a 'defective image' .(I:J.R)
According to Brewer and de Leon reliance on quantitative analysis and simplificalion of estimation activity
will preclude experience, constrict perception, constrain reflection, facilitate bias, and limit the broader
spectrum of interests. In short Brewer and de Leon espOuse lhe benefits of an ecumenieal analysis of
uncertainty to minimise error and enhance the

und~rstandi~g

of ~roblems. The intransigent nature of

'bounded rationality', dictates, however, that intractable complexity and diverging agendas may
comprehensive assessment of the-problem-al-hand. Hence, conflicting

inter~sts.

preclud~

complexity. uncertainty,

and information overload require the implementauon of structural and managerial mechanisms for 'eoping'
which risk assimilation by decision makers of 'defective images' .(1391
Coping strategies include Coping by Information whIch involves activitic:.s that forewarn of probable
disruptions to the organisations operations. The receipt of timely infonnation by an organisation will
enable it to deal with potential threal& in an efficient and relatively inex pensive manner. It is the ability of
an organisation (() plan for and proactively deal with threal scenarios thaI constitutes one of the major
survival mechanisms in
ass~ts

compl~x

environments. The sophistication of the reconnaissance and surveillance

thal the Coalition forces were able to

ntili~e

allowed a hIgh level of proactjvity from decision-

makers; any movemenl or any t.argel I.\>as 'known' or 'seen' in advance and the information passed quickly
[0

the decision-maker. (For detail see Appendix 1)

\37.
138,
139

March J G and S,mon H A .Qraanisalions,t-.lew York, Wiley. p. 4D
Bre....er G D and de Leon P"llJe EoundalJons or.eo!icy Analysls.ItI'",os, I '183. p, 89,
ibid. P !)3
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Information. according to Franlzich, in the broader COn[~Xl, includes facts, data, opinions, analysis and
interpretation. Hence, the ability to collate, store and disseminate data in its raw or analysed fonn
establishes the foundations of an infonnation system commensurate with user needs.(I4()) During the Gulf
War the issue, control and manipulation of data, infonnation and intelligenee wa~ strictly govemed.
However according to Bell whomever controls access to [he new technology and the information that goes
into the databanks estabHshes [hat misinfonnation rather than enlightenment of people is the possible
outcome.(141)

If organisations allocate task area" to their various sub-units that vary in uncertainty, then the sub-units that
cope most effectively with the most uncertainty should have the mos( power within the organisation, since
coping by a sub-unit reduces the impact of uncertainty on other aClivities iu the organisation.(142) Power
through lh~ Coalition's ability {o access infonnation ensured that optimal solution planning was available lO
the allied forces at alllevcls of Strategy, The technology inherent in the Coalition's intelligence arsenal
pennitted the allied commanders to maintain the initiative in strategic and operational planning, duc
particularly to [heir ability to access information quickly and accurately at all levels. Effective control,
analysis and dissemination of satellite information by the US during the Gulf War saw the skies closed to
all bm the allied forces and the danger of 'Defective Image' planning significantly reduced for the
Coalition.
If comingency is defined as a requirement of the ac{ivitics of one sub-nnit in an organisation thaI is affected
by the aetivities of other sub-units in thal organisation, theu the eomingeut relationship become~ Strategic
to the point [hat i( alters the halance of inter-unit power in such a way a~

LO

change nOI only rhe focal sub-

unit bUl aLso the interdependencies that link it to other sub-nnits as welL These eontingeneies present
themselves to the decision makers in the form of uncertainly. Therefore, (he primary source of sub-nnit
power, or independenee, is the sub-unit' s ability to cope with nncertainty

OT/

behalf of uTher sub-m/its. (143)

Essentially the contingen[ redundancy of sub-unit interdependencies in the Coalition foree permitted
smooth operation beeause infonnation, and therefore intelligence. was superior and it was commnuicated 10
all levels by high technology infonnation [ransfcr systems, or even by hand, in an eftlcient manner

140
141

142
143

Frantzlsh S.E., Computers in Gona/ess: The Polifics of Info'!llil.l!.ll.n, Sage Publicalions, Bellerly Hills, 1962, p. 31
Bell W" 'An Introduct,oll to Fulurisllcs Assumptions, Theones, Melhods and Researc~ rOplCS', in Socjal and ECQnomlc~, 32'2. 1983, p.
d2 See also Tru. J , 'Oesert Siorm: B space' age war', 'n New Scionlisl, '27 July 1991, Pp. 26-28 in which Peler ZImmerman, lIisiling professor
Dr engineering and applied science al George Washington Urwersity. Washlnl;llon 0 C.. slates that Ihe Pen lagon's estlmallon on 13 OecemDer
Ihallhere wore more Ihan 250,000 II aql troops logelher wilh 2 ,000 lan~s and thousand" ot support lIoh,cles 'nside Kuwait Is hil;lhly
quesllonable, Zimmerman oblainlld Images laken by a KFA·1000 camera aboard a Russian Resurs spacecraft (resolution:::I melres) "Ihlen
sno..ed no ollidence 01 Ireql fortlficalions or la"ililies in Kuwait Similerly according 10 V,pin GUD/a oj the Verilication Technology In/ormation
Centre (VER flC), an ln~pendenl organisalion based in London, 'These were crucial ell ems or the war where Ihe US go~emmenl had e
monopoly on in(ormal'on'.
Hickson D J . OP CII. pp 119---120.
Crozier ~ , Ihe Bureaucratic Phenorneaoo, Ch,ca~a, Unillersity 01 Chic.a\jo Press, 1984. Th,~ sludy purports a slrale9ic contingencies model
lor o~Dla,nJng !he differences in sub- Un;! power and lor sug~esl<ng laches lor acquinng and malnlelning Dower II ,s Ihe underslanding 01 pOW<lr
a~ much as any olher dlclum ot 0,ganl5alionallile thai may holD 10 expla,n the ne~d of organisahOl1s to adopl siluallanally "omingent pro<;es~
and slruclu re
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throughout the war, Contingency within

a. combat force will be dramaticaJly affected by a break-down in

lines of communication, poor or bad intelligence and an inability to maintain sub-unit redundancy. Where
surveillence, reconnaissance and information transfer systems can be established and maintained with
confidence decision-makers win operate in reduced 'states' of uncertainty.
According to Hrebiniak and Joyce 'Even if it is assumed that the environment of an open system is highly
detenninislle, controlling precisely the ends or outcomes that are tolerated, organisational choice is slill
possible, due to the control over and selection of means by which the prescribed outcomes may be
achieved. Even in the mosl constraining and debilitating cases of environmental

d~lerminism. equifinility

indicates that organisational choice nonetheless exists as a separate, independent variable important to the
development of a dynamic equilibrium with tht" cxternal environment' .<1<\.41 An environmental eonslrUet
affecting a force at, or preparing for, war is necessarily turbulent and therefore deterministic.
However, (he environmentally reactive model of Kouzmin and Jarman and the earlier (1967) Perrow
taxonomy provide an lOsight into a multi-strand approach lo organisational theory. The ability to adopt
g~neric

utility within the modt"l resides in the capacity of the organisation to 'interpret the REAL

environment and adapt

to

it' ,(145)

THE ENVIRONMENT
Th~

top layer of thc Kouzmin/Jarrnan model use Em~ry and Trist's modd of tht" Causal Texture of

Organisational Environmenls, lhe inclusion of which i.<; important if there is going 10 be
.an advancement of understanding on the behavioural sciences of a great deal that is taki ng place under the
imp~ct

of technological change, especiaily at thc pre.<;enl time. '(1461

Their typology identifies four 'ideal types' of cnvironmellt, each

r~f1ecting di fference<;

texture of complexity and stability. Fllr examplc. 'hc most complex and dynamic
environment. which is

influenc~d

in their causal

'typ~'

is the turbulent

by trends such as the deepening interdependence between economic and

other facet!' of society. Such trends might inLorporate tlle

Gr~nd

Stratt"gic requirements of the West to

ensure global sccurity, or the maintainence of the established balance of power. When the USSR ceased to

, ~ 4.

H!ebln'Q~

l.G. and Jo)'ce W.F., 'Organisal1OMI ArJaplallon.
19B5,Pp 336-337.

Str~leglC C,h(ll~e

and Envjronmental Delerminism', Mmlnlslratiye Scieoce

~.30,

145
146

Pace RW dod Faules DF, Q!garusal,onal CQlJJmu~.:i. (2nd ed), Pren"c~ Hall, Englewood CliHs, p 12
Emery FE and Trisl E.L , 'The Causal T~~ture 01 Organlsetion'al Enllironmellls'. In A!imlnjSlratlve SciElOce Quarterly, , 8.1965, p, 24
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a'Super-power' the complex nature of our global environment became increasingly obfuscated and

hence turbulent. Certainly the occupation of Kuwait by lraq and the subsequent UN Security Council
resolutions increased the possibility that 'lines of action may lead off into unpredicled pathways, and may
even become amplified beyond anything predicted'(l47)
War and its associated imponderables at all levels of Strategy have and are likely to continue to determine
that combat and the planning of war remains the most turbulent of fields.
At the Operational Level the nature of the battlefield dictates that most decisions are made within the 'fogof-war' and are therefore likely 10 encompass real or perceived notions of dread. The ability to adopt an
optimising strategy can become unfeasible if the conflict of interest,> in the decision context, in pall caused
by the nux of baule, is such that a collective preference function cannot

~

defined. If the problem space

cannot be completely specified, because uncertainty and conflict is too great, then a 'satisficing strategy'
can be employed that can

nevertheles~ produce

solutions that are linked to the organisation's Objectives, or

next highest commander's plan. Grandori relales a set of procedures th.at aUow conditions of uncertainty to
be dealt with. They are defLned as: firstly, choice rules that are based on comparisons between the
consequences of each alternative and the decision-maker's aspiration level, ins(ead of on the comparisons
~tween

the alternatives only. Seeondly, search rules that are based on the heuristic principle of only

partially exploring the problem space in order to fmd acceptable alternalives, instead of generating the
entire decision tree. Lastly, learning rules that' gu arantee' the emergence of satisfactory solutions
through the adjustment of aspiration levels or the set of considered alternatives.('4.'l)
Where environmental determimsm has a pervasive impact on an organisation's ability to optimise

ii'S

planning or operational strategies, or when mean!.'/ends equations are not known or cannot be reeonstrllcted
at 'bearahle cosl' Y~9) then according to Grandori the organisation must look for other strategies. As
discussed above there is some meril in adopting a 'satisficing, strategy' if it is accepted that the rapidly
changing nature of modern warfare will not pennil the ability to fully predicr outcomes. However, it is not
necessary to sacrifice the fuller benefits of all optimising strategy {or the sake of high environmental
detenninism. Earlier discussions on the concept of equifinility purported an organisation's ability to
construet a measure of control over <Iud selection of the means by which the prescribed outcomes may be
achieved.

147, Emery F E. and Trist E L . Ibid, p. 28,
1~8
Grandon A . 'A Pre~,.ptl\le Conhngencv View DJ OrganisBllonal Decision
149 Grandori A., Ib'd. p. 196

Ma~m(j' in

Administrative SCience Quarlerly. 29, 1984, Pp 194->lS
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In the Gulf War the control by lhe Coalition of 'space assets' ensured lhat information acquisition and
lransfer was wholly owned by that organisation. Further, (his meant lhat intelligence systems could provide
a far greater list of search alternatives for search rules. C31 could then analyse and identify more complex
comparison of the consequeuces.of lhe alternatives in the choice rules. The learning rules, lherefore, are
more likely to create solutions that require less adjustment than might be suspected, dne to the ability to
access comprehensive information, analyse it effectively, lhen disseminate it quickly. The environment has
been constrictive in terms of outcome but the choice of altematives h.ave been capable of reducing the
problem area. Hence a model of pertinent reliable information is given, decision-makem can adopt wellstudied rules that define a model more allied to the constructs of an optimising Slrategy: value-m.a:timising
c1lOice rules thai lead to an ex ploration of the problem space until enough infomlarion is gathered,

analysed, and disseminated

(0

calculate the optimum. Choice at the highest lcvel of Strategy in the years

leading up to the Desert Storm meant lhat decision-makers had the freedom of alternative equations that
were to ensure lhat 'satisficiug' was reduccd

10

a minimum and hence allied lives would be saved.! I 10)

STRATEGY, STRUCTURE AND PROCESS
The remaining layer of the KouzminlJarman model not discussed is that of structure and process in
accordance wilh Thompson and Tudcn's 1959 work on Strategies, Structures and Processes. It is probably
the mosr difficult layer for us because the mtricacies of open systems theory, aud in particular complex
organisations, do not allow the IUllury of definitive application of thc theory to a case study. Much of (he
discussion has already highlighted the

principle.~

of contingency (heory and the epistemological approach to

organisational behaviour. The second layer attempts Lo develop a sociological approach

10

the study of

organisational decision-making which will point to
'imporUlnt decision-mali.ing behaviour which has been observed in organisations but which is neither
described nor predicted by enconological or psycological models'.il ll )
As such (heir lypology is concerned wich the levd of agreemcnl reached by organisatJOnal

m~mbers

on

beliefs about causation of events, and the preferences about possible outcomes. The causation aXIS relates
the level of agreemcnl on beliefs abOUI causes (mcans): the emphasis is em differential consequences of
allematives and augers well with many of Grandori's postulations regarding optimality and 'satisficing'.
The preference axis concerns the level of agreement a decision unit (sub-unit) in an organisation might

1so. GrandD" A.. ibid. p. I 92.
\ 5 1 ThompsOl'1 J D. and Tilden A.. 'S\raleg,es, slruclures and
Bnd BevoM. LexLnglol\, 1976. P 71.

P(OCe~SPS

of organ,sat'onal decision'.

I~

Rushing w. and Zald M . (eds).

QW.ilm~
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have for preferences about possible outcomes (ends) of a decision: the emphasls is on the evaluation of
potential outcomes, based on defined scales of desirability. Again the notion of preferred outcomes sits
well with Grandori but also with the concept of ecumenical analysis by Brewer and de Leon and the maxim
of 'bounded rationality' and 'defective image scenarios'. as discussed earlier.
An example of the Thompson and Tuden contingency theory schema might be as follows: if there is
agreement regarding preferences about desired, or possible, outcomes and agreement concerning the
causation of available alternatives then the decision-making strategy would suit straight forward analysis.
In this instance the construct is 'pure type' bureaucracy along Webarian lines of centralised control and
specialised processing of simple problem areas.( 2 ) Whilst many of the schematic principles of me;lns/ends
equations have already been alluded to the real value of the model ex.ists in its relative simplicity as each of
the quadraut labels may best be related to a style or requisite functiou of leadership in contingent scenarios.
For example the fourth quadrant, that of inspiration, where neither the means nor possible outcomes are
agreed upon, the related device for fhe organisation to rely on is that of a charismatic leader. The lypology
recognises that in these situations where the organisation, or group. m.ay be close to disintegration, there are
no precedents and no certainty of outcome, crisis decision-making comprises the only viable option. It is
the scenario that battlefield commanders are likely to find themselves in. It is the reason why leadership is
regarded as the mainstay of an environment where no precedem and great uncertainty are commonplace at
the Operational and Tactical levels of warfare.
The contingent framework of the model presupposes that each of the layers is congruent with the others in
such a way that a decision path is defendable from any entry pom!. If each of (he

layer.~

iuteract with one

another they do so because they are liuked through the intennediate variable of contingent decision-making
techniques.
The concept of the contingent decision-making techniques was developed by Kouzmin and Jarman who
purport thaI:
'organisation and policy analysis still has to construct images of action which take Into account both
the contingem nature of implementation activities as well as [he comingent nature of individual laud
therefore Group J perception:; '115)1

'52. ThomDson J, D. and Tuden A., ibId, P 76

153

Knu!rtlin A. a.nd Jarman A . ap CII, p 10,
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Consequently, their fom-part, environmentally driven, contingency based heuristic schema hac; analyticallydistinct operational limits which relate to both the technical and socia-political aspects of decision-making.
As such, this schema is eongruent with the elemenr~ of the differentlayer~ of the modeU 1S4 )
No organisation exists in a vacuum and therefore to eSLablish a working decision-making technique
divorced from the influence of the environmf:'nt and the pervasive nature of technological change would
dictate that the utility of the model be situationally specific to the most simple (If requirements. Given the
understanding that environmental dere.rminism in the case of the planning and execution of war is likely to
be the most significant of influences, it follows that some fonn of predominance mUSI f:'xist within the
model that will force decision-makers into one of lhf:' quadrants, regardless of the perception of others.
Thi.'\ perception of the REAL environment is vitally important in that it should be predicated upon any
asst"ssment, search, or appliealion of 'rules' in order that decisions or lint"~ of action do not run to an
inappropriate quadrant.

PREDOMINANCE IN THE PRESCRIPTIVE PATHWAY
According ro the Kouzmin/Jarman model conflict resolution systematically considers the plausibility of
shifting the phased decision process from the undesired state to some more desirable, or less undesirable,
state. Such 'planned' changed meta-policy circumstances, they say. are dcductably capable of being
analysed within the other optional phases of the contingency scherna. m5 ) This concept assumf:'S that the
poim of entry is predetermined at all times and that the capacity for the organisation to move from quadrant
to qlladram is dictated by the si tuationally specific nature of the 'problem-at-hand'. Similarly, if there is
related misalignment between the real and actual perceptions of the 'stale' then inappropriate decision
processes, and/or decision pathway's, may lead to disaster. Often an organisation's abililY to cope with this
dilemma is beyond the cognitive capacities of it's intelligence gathering network. This does not appear

lO

be the case with the Coalition forces in the Gulf War.
AI the Grand Strategic and Strategic levels much of the infonnation req uired to t"stabli~h and maintain

decision paths is obtained over extended periods of time and is therefore 'itreamlined towards the
associated needs of the organisation or nation. President Blish's ability
together and f:'stablish an environment of acquiescence

al

to

draw and hold the Coalition

[he Grand Strategic and Strategic level,'i through

the advent of post Cold War ideology and the legilimate sanctions of the U nired Nations pnlVtded an

154. For the construct see Kouzmin A. al\lI Jarman A. Pp,5-7
, 5S. Kouzm in A. ami Jijrman A.. ibId. Pp 9-'0
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environment devoid of any real adverse determinism. Similarly, the souud Strategic goals, that were as
much a product of well thoughl out Grand Strategic aims of the post Cold War era as they were an
identification of the Coalition's ability to prosecute their own initiatives, were to ensure a collaborative
approach to achievable outcomes. As discnssed in Chapter One a nation lhat places all its military eggs in
the technological basket runs lhe risk of not being able to prosecute change rapidly enough to cope with
changes in environmental detemlinants.
However, a lessening of the uncertainties relating to enemy dispositions. wealher, battle damage
assessment, surveillance and C3T ensured thai decision proeesses were capable of redueing the problem
areas within the bounded rationality of lhe strucrural and functional capacities ot the decision-maker at the
Operational level. The fundamental importance of all of this is the impact of knowledge on the point of
entry vis-a-vis the model and associated concerns about lhe real environmcnt.
At the Operational Level, if one is capable of stating that enemy, and own, formations are precisely located,
that targets will be destroyed. that communication and computing systems will work and that the
electromagnetic spectrum can only be exploited by friendly forces, lhen the environment is known and the
perception of it rt'al by all sub-units. Strategic objectives for conflict in the Persian Gulf kept the
employment of military force withm the higher requiremcnts of Grand Strategy, set out over twcnty years.
and congrucnt with the operational capacities of the warring sub-units.
The prcdominance of a technologically superior force. that is well infonned. well equipped and well trained
is such that freedom of choice can be implemented cxpeditiously and with the assurance that nncertainty
levels will be minimal. Hence, dccision-makcrs prior to, and during Operation Descrt Stonn were
opcratlng in a 'statc' whereby environmental determinism was not the major influencing factor. Indeed, the
anility to reallocate nearly thirty percent of thc Coalition's air resources to counter the Scud threat was
indIcative of the high level of strategic and operational choice during the war.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
As Clausewitz identified almosr"two hundred years ago. war is a political activity. As such, it is an
inherently human phenomenon with many of its features remaining constant throughout the ages. Further
at any given period in history warfare also reflected the major political, culluml and technical influences
extant at the tlme. We live in an age dominated by technology, hoth in societal and economic tenus. It
would be unrealistic to expect that modem warfare would not also reflect this same marked influence of
technology. While the Gulf War would appear to validate this observation, the danger is that the
faseination with the high technologies of battle may obseure the many other features required of Strategy in
its broadest sense to achieve vietory in war.
In examining Strategy, technology and the Gulf War, a dominant fact that emerged was that Ihis was a
unique war. A major feature of this 'uniqueness' is that it was the flIst conflict of the post Cold War era,
with all the ramifications this entailed in an international system adjusting to a world emerging from a bipolar ideological struggle betwecn the US and USSR. The US cmerged from this struggle politically and
militarily pre-eminent, but with its economic hegemony diminished. This had a direcl bearing on the Gulf
War, as the US had in existence a large, well equipped Armed Forces with which to prosecute its political
aims. The US was also able to galvani.,e international support for irs aims through its domination of the
United Nations, orchestrating numerous UN sanctions and fonning an international Coalition. However,
that the US had to 'orchestrate' this international response illustrates that Washinglon can no longer
operatt: politically in isolation from its allies and world opinion; neither can it wage a war, such as thc Gulf
War, without signifieanllogistic and flnaneial snpport from its allies. Tn many ways this is a direet
consequence of the cost involved in bnilding and maintaining a large military force based

Oil

techuological

snperiority.
It is also indicative of the changing nature of environmental detenuinism on a global seale. Se<lrch. choice
and kaming rules dietate that other means must be employed in order thal desired outcomes are achieved.
The environmental dictates of a post Cold War era have required a change in the

~pproaeh to

Grand

Strategy insofar as the achievement of goals is no longer based on a bi-polar ideology of 'us versu., them'.
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The framework:: for political manoeuvre ha<; become much more complex and has !.herefore necessitated a
degree of compromise by the US quite beyond any fonner conflict. The stcategy chosen by lhe US was
unlikely to be the preferred option, but given the environmental constraints associated with socio-economic
realities the ends appear to have iuslified the chosen means,
Other unique aspects of the war were: first. it occurred in an area that was stcategically important to the
induSlrialised worhl because of the concentcation of oil reserves in the nations directly involved, or affected
by Iraq's invasion of Kuwait. Second, the Coalition was able to build up its combat and logistic forces in
Saudi Arabia, a country lhal had a superb military and logistjc infrastcucrure. Third, Iraq displayed
considerable military passivity in allowing the US led Coalition over five months to prepare its force in
Saudi Arabia for battle. Every month that went by after the Iraqi invasion of 2 August 1990 decreased its
combat ratio, whilst the Coolition's progressively increased. Founh, and allied to the foregoing point,
Saddarn Hussein di!>played an operational and strategic ineptitude during this time whereby he allowed the
initiative for the ouset of hostilities 1O be given up to the increasingly prepared Coalition force. Fif!.h, the
geo-strategic positions of both Iraq and Kuwait meant !.hat Iraq was extremely vulnerable

(0

!.he

international embargo placed on it and in that the Iraqi forces in Kuwait could easily be cut off from their
logistic. administrative and COmmand bases in Iraq and subsequently destroyed. Finally, the terrain in the
Kuwaiti Theatre of Operatjons (KTO) optimised the pOlential of !.he Coalition's high technology weapons,
especiallyairpower. its superior snrveillance capability and its sophisticated AirLand Battle Doctrine.
All of the above highHght the situationally specific nature of !.hI.': Gulf War. Desert Shield saw the Coalition
forces at their most vulnerable. but Saddam Hussein did not try to intervene and therefore allowed the
chance of establishing and mainmining a potential advanlage to go begging. Once the Coalition was
established as a combat force. with time to acclimatise, train and adapt
.~pecifics of the

{Q

the technical and administrative

KTO, the movement from quadrant four to quadrants one or two of the KouzminlJarman

model was complete. Certainly the turhulent

ficld~

of quadrant four were never far away from being a part

of the decision-maker's daily lives during the Gulf War, but they were never more so than in (he facilitative
days of Deser1 Shield.
Whilst aek::nowledging that the Gulf War was unique. the fact remains tnal all wars are unique to a greater
Of

lesser extenl. This 'uniqueness' should make any immediate military lessons

ari~ing

from the Gulf War

to he viewed with caution.(1;6) N~venheless, this conflict still provides a valid vehicle to analyse wider
'Theoretical' lessons coneerning Strategy and the role of Technology in modern eonventional war.

156

Thi~ Jlil'nl",as recognised b~ Iha US Undersecretary of De'ansa for Tactical Warfara Programs. Frank Kendell, whon he slaled 'Whal we did not

learn was how ro defeat a mDdem. well !raIned. w~1I motiyaled.....ellied force in e d~nam,,; enlllronm"nl. We did nOI learn how \0 ongage in a
combal saenaric> wilhoul any s'gn,llcanl preparallon t'n'e or how 10 engage in an ~'e'''llon whe re you dId nO! have ~ klrlle indigerlOus
,n'rastruclure 10 depend on lor support' Sea MO'l<:l<;o J 0., 'War Will Reshape DoclrlM tlu I Lessons a co Llrruled'. In ~ Week & Soac(l
Technolooy. 2~ April t 991, P 38.
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The Gulf War proved thal technological superiority is a crucial factor in modem war. It highlighted the
importance of a number of 'enabling' technologies in the fonn of: Space Assets; Command, Control.
Communications and InteWgence (C3I) systems; Electronic Warfare (EW); Precision Guided Munitions

(PGM): Stealth; Night Fighting Capability; and Anti-Ballistic Missile Defence. However, it was not the
employment of these systems in isolation that proved to be so effective, but their integration into a
complete military system. ]n comparison, although the Iraqis did not have as many or as sophisticated
systems as those of the US led Coalition, they still possessed some very advanced weapon systems. By
employing them in relative isolation their forces did nOI obtain the full advantage or potentlal of these
weapons.
This synergistic effect means that it is difficult to identify one dominant weapon system or technology from
the Gulf War thai might herald a new age ill warfare. It is now more important to pursue advances in
military technology on a broad front given that modern weapon systems rely increasingly on a number of
technologies or systems to be effective. That said, the Gulf War also highlighted the effectiveness of the
intelligent combination of 'old' and 'new' weapon systems. Finally, Operation Desert Shield and Desert
Storm have reinforced and eJl:tended the importance that airpower will play in war and Strategy -

a direct

result of the improvements in the many technologies required in modern combat aircraft combined with the
accuracy of the latest

gener~[ion

of PGMs.

The integration of the complete military package in the Persian Gulf ha.~ interesting linkages for the
organisational theorists as well as those of the military school. Thc technological advantage enjoyed by the
Coalition forces, specifically those of surveillauce and airpower. meant that the selection of alternatives, as
given by Anna Grandori. were as wide as they were varied. The US led Coalition had at their dispusal the
ability to chouse from a numher of alternative strategies. Similarly. they had the capacity

(0

adapt

to

the

required changes in (heir enviroumeut due, iu part, to their capacity to iuflueuce the Strategic situatiuu by
their dominance of the UN and, also, at the Operational level, by the overwhelming impact of high
technology

sy~tcm~.

Literally. the Coalition possessed the means by which they could drive theIr

prescriptive decision path through the sheer weight of intluence. This ability produced a 'stale' iu whIch
preferred OUlcomes were achieved through superior intelligence systems, includiug retrieval, analysi., and
dissemiuation, unfettered commuuications, am! a clear command sLructure from the White House Lo [he
deci;'iion-makers in the area of operatious.
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As the Interim Report of the Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CS IS) 'The Gul f War: Military
Lessons Learned' observed; 'although technology is a eritical eomponent of US military power, high
technology weapons and military systems are useless in the abstract '(157) This observation is particularly
relevant to the Operational Level of war. Using technology to acquire greater firepower, range, mobility,
protection, and command and control is important, perhaps even critical; but it is even more critical to
ensure that this technology is employed in a doctrine, such as the AirLand Battle, that counters the enemy's
strengths whilst exploiting weakness.(I·18) In particular lhe Gulf War highlighted improvements in
navigation systems, night fighting capabilities, and the sheer accuracy and lethality of modem weapon
systems have presented the Operational commander with new opportunities and problems. However, the
critical elemenl for success at the Operational Level remains command.
Whilst modem C31 systems may be essential for the Operational Commander to bc effective, lhe Gulf War
showed that advances in command more often result, not from technological superiority, but from
improvements in doctrine, intellectual development and organisation. To rely simply on the technical
capabilities of modem weapon systems would lead to a warfighting doctrine of Attrition.
The assimilation of lhe technology into the decision-making spectrum of war has illustrated the confidence
placed in the new systems by commanders during the Gulf War. Thal, in association with proveu doctrine,
enabled decision-makers to apportion a similar confidence in the ability of their organisation to influence a
move out of 'undesired' quadrants of lhe Kouzmin/Jarman model to those of a 'less undesired state'.
Simply pm, technological superiority, improved doctrine. intellectual development, organisation and the
ineptitude of Iraq's military leadership were all conducive to movemcnt within the theoretical framework: of
the prescriptive decision-making model towards reaching and maintaining the desired 'state'. At the
Operational Level, therefore, the case study lends itself to supporting the generic framework: of the model
insofar as it supports the ability of decision-makers to detcnnine the predominant nature of technology in
i.nfluencing desired moves.
Military success at the Operational Level is irrelevant if it does not achieve the objectives established at the
Strategic Level by government. These military objectives must also he in accordance with the political
goals (or national interests) oflhe nations involved in the war. While there has been considerable debate
whether the national and international interests of the US and the Middle East have been served by the
Bush Administration's political aims and subsequent military objectives for Operation Desert Storm; from

157. CSIS Interim Aeport. op cit, Pp V-VI.
158 Van Creveld rechnoJogy and War. op cil, p.319. Van Creveld explores a similar concept in

hIS

examination or technology's impact on war.
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a military perspective they were achievable and the US Government provided Ihe necessary military means
to accomplish them. Thanks 10 Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganisation Act of J986, the
US had the appropriale politkaUrnilitary structure in which to formulate its mHilary strategy and
consequently 10 effectively 'manage' Ihe Gulf War. In achieving succcss in the Gulf Wa£, thc
sophistication of this politic allmilita£Y structure was as, if nO( more important, than the sophisticated
weapons used in the actual fighting,
However, the impact of technology in the Gulf War would appear to have

inerea~ed

the utility of

conventional military force as an instrument of government policy. The ability to inflict massive
destruction on an enemy's military force while avoiding civilian collateral damage and own troop casualties
may make the use of milita£Y force, especially airpower, easier to justify 10 a domestic electorale and
international

commnnity.(I~~)

This a£gument can also be used by the advocates of technological superiority

to justify striving for more advanced weapon systems now that the Soviet 'evil empire' no longer exists.
Perhaps Lhe greatest impacl of high technology on Strategic Level

con.~iderations in

the Gulf Will was that

of the sophisticated reconnaissance and intelligence systems (particula£ly lhose based in space) which
provided the White House and the Pentagon information upon which

to

base Strategic Level decisions.

These resourccs provided the decision-makers with the information that, due to thc 'closed skies' nature of
the conflict, only they possessed. Hence. the monopoly on knowledge established that surprise wa!' not
one of the facets of war that had to be accounted for by the Coalition forces in the Gulf War.
That the US had sufficient forces, conld mm'e them to the area of operations. and could :'iustain them (albeit
with substanlial financial and logistic support from the ir allies) in thal area of operations is also important
to it.s ability to prosecute war at the Strategic Level. These considerations are nOl as dependent on
technological factors as (s the provision of sophisticated weapon systems. The Gul f War showed that a
high technology foree also requires an extensive and technically competent logistic [.:Iii, includmg civilian
contractors and computer software aperts, to be effecti vc. In sh(lrt. there is little point in ha vmg the
world's mosl spcctacular and highly technical military force if ir caunot be: moved to Lhl' point of contact or
be fixed when it breaks.

Al Ihe: Grand Slrategic Level technology is nOI the determinant, il is

dl~tennined.

The policies adopted at

this (evel of Strategy dictale the amount and quality of tcchnlllogical supenority .a nation's armed forces
will, or will not, enjoy. Due to the eomplex inter-relationship between economic, political. societal and
[S9

However [he very fra!llilty of third world II,trast>1Jclure SUC~I as Iraq's, while making them moi~ susceptible Ie IIlr allack., could ,n (he long term be
a factor mJ[lgating agilinst using them a~ '~"1(o"ic' targets, This is bl!CillL'Sl." of the long term dama\je aM ~,-,tI(lring such atlac.s cause to the
civilian in"a~lruclure and population we,'1 ..
the war ha~ cea&ed

no,
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military factors a policy of technological superiority is not wirnout its potential hazards -

primarily

s(fUetural disannamenl and eeonomic dysfunction. By pursuing a policy of military superiority a nation
may undermine the very eeonomie foundation upon whieh the poliey is based -

espeeially in a 'New

World Order' in which ruhnological supcriority in the ceonomic, and nol the military, domain may denote
effeetive national security_ However, once these policies have providcd the advanced weapon systems (an
element of the military 'means'), they still require political goals and a politieal framework for their
effeetive employment. The essential point is that politieal. not technologieal, eonsiderations predominate at
the Grand Strategic Level.
Clearly, technologieal superiority was a dominant faetor in the US led Coalition's overwhelming victory
over Iraq. This war fUnher reinforced the arguments of strategic theorists such as Luttwak.. Howard and
Handel who main.lain thalteehnology. is a major aspect
of modem war. A nation th!lt·ignores Srrategy's
.
,

teehnological dimension when determining its defence policy or engaging in armed conflict, does so at its
own peril. Technology is not, however, the panacea for all Srrategic problems. The Gulf War also
highlighted the need for intelligenl wartighting doerrines; the importanee for correct organisalional
structures; the requirement for well motivated, welllrained personnel; and menial capacity in the nation's
politieal, srrategic, and operational leaders. Above all, there needs to be a clear correlation between the
actual battles fought on the ground and a well-thought-through operational plan and strategic military
objeetives, which are themselves derived from political goals.
The heuristie nomenclature of the KouzminJJanrum model sils well with the precepts of sound campaigning
to the extent that erucial decision paths ean be related direcLly to the epIstemological eonsu-ucls of the
mul(i-Iayered framework. Th.: ability to associate direcl cause/effect relationships between the decisions
that were made during the Gulf War and the respective predominance of congruent layers of the model
pemlits a level of prescriptive analysis of the problem-at-hand.
To dismISS the mle played by lechnology in the Gulf War would be intellectually unsound; bulla be
bILnded by technology

to

the

dctrinl~nl

of the many othcr aspnts of Strategy would be equally unsound.

The KouzminlJartnan mndt>l permits deductive analysis of tcchnology from the contingent perspective. In
tha[ regard Perrow's rnode! was necessarily adapted to suit Ihe overall requirement for congrucncy between
layers and has proven problematic in that iL does nol consider socially initialed crises or the component
framework of highly compkx. systems. Th<lt aside the formulative function of the third layer of the model
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allows us to establish the nature of the technology that is being used. In the case study innovative
technologies were used within established and tested doctrines, hence the limitations of the Perrow sehema
are reinforced by the epistemological integrity of the other layers.
The 1991 Gulf War was an astonishingly one sided military victory for the Coalition. The military
strategies used by each side were anticipated before the war: the Coalition relied on air power to prepare for
an eventual ground campaign, while Iraq hoped to withstand the air assault and then draw the Coalition into
a Vietnam style quagmire. Both strategies were shaped by the political conte,;!. but the allies succeeded in
minimising casualties and holding the Coalition together, whereas Saddam Hussein failed 10 rally the Arab
world. split the Coalition. or stir up effective domestic opposition in the West.
In the final analysis, while the machines of destruction may be continually evolving in their destructive
capacities, war is still fought by people. for it is they who make the decisions and it is they who interpret
their environments. The ability 10 view decision-making as a contingent analysis of deductive reasoning
may provide a prescriptive path for the reduction of uncertainty by decision-makers who seek 10 avoid
surprises and cope with associated problem areas. If it is the decision-maker that mnst be atlhe forefront of
our lives then it is appropriate to conclude with the words of an earlier American 'hero' general:

Weapons change but man who uses them changes not at all. To win
battles you do not beat weapons - you beat the soul of the enemy man.
General George S. Patton, US Army 6 June 1944f16D)

, 6D

SchQlashc Updatq, 22 March 1991. Vol 123, No. 13, p. 24,
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APPENDIX 1
US SPACE SYSTEMS EMPLOYED IN THE PERSIAN GULF
The following provides infonnation"On the satellite systems employed in the Gulf War.

SIGINT

The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) maintained two types of geostationary saIellites - three Vortex and three
Magnum - to provide continuous intelligence on Iraqi communication charrnels. 11lese included Saddam Hussein's
senior military corrunanders, and the Republican Guard command nets. The intelligence lhese satellites provided was in
mil time and was sent nol only to Washington but also direct to US Commanders in the Persian Gulf.

MISSILE LAUNCH DETECTION SATELUTES.

The US Defence Support Program (DSP) salellites used infra-red detection LO detect the 81 Scud Missiles that were
launched throughout the war. These DSP saLeliites provided: early warning of missile launches; intelligence on the
location of launch sites to within an accurncy of three nautical miles; and targeting daJ:a for the Patriot anti-missile system.
N,

the war progressed ground stations were established in theatre for direct transmission of satellite infomlation. The DSP

system was a major factor in the extraordinary success of the Patriot anti-mis..',ile batteries.

KEYHOLE (KH) IMAGING RECONNAISSANCE SATELLITES

The US employed at lea'il five, and possibly seven KH ~ 11 and advanced

KH~ II

Kennan satelliles. The salellites provided

images of the Persian Gulf region in real time with a resolution of better than one empirical fool They also w,ed infrn-red
imaging to provide intelligence in the darkne.<;.<; ofnighL Transportable ground stations enabled Keyhole intelligence to be
relayed directly to field corrunanders. Apparently Keyhole images were used as part of the pre-flight briefings of Coaljtion
piloL, to provide near real time information on targets. enemy air defence and civilian areas to be avoided.

LACROSSE RADAR SATELLITES

The...e saIellites, deVeloped primarily to track Warsaw Pact armour, usc aperture radar 10 prOOuce 'images' in all wealher
conditions. They can see through clouds, darkne.<;..<; and war zone foliage (allhough the desert provides an ideal background
for these linages). The system hac; sufficient resolution to identify tanks and missile launches. TItis imagery was available
to US Olmmands twenty four hours a day through the Constant Source Program.
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METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
The US Air Force's Spac~ Commands Defence Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites were used to
support the Coalition planning and other imaging satellite activity. They provided imag~s of cloud cover, local
weather systems and ground features to a resolution of 0.34 nautical miles. This information was used to:
detennine time and route of air strikes; organise aerial refueling operations; and progam the orbits of Keyhole
~te[[ites

to provide optimum cloud-free coverage of the Persian region.

SPOT SATELLITES
The US Air Force a\~o conlracted the French Company, SPOT Imaging Corporation, for $4.7 million to provide

satellite images of the KTO. This intdligence, in conjunction wilh the Mission Support System IT (MSSU)
compmers,-reduced the lime it took

(0

plan the air strike mission from eight hours to about 30 minuces. This

computer system also enables aircrew to rehearse missions before engaging in combat.

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS (GPS)
The US Air Foree Space Command (AFSPACECOM) has 15 NAVSTAR GPS salellices that orbit the eanh
every 12 hour.>. The system provides users equipped wilh GPS receivers wilh precise information regarding lheir
position. velocity and lime. Forces wilhin the KTO had access to this information 24 uour.> a day. The larger
GPS receivers provided user position to within a 16 meter accuracy, and the smaller hand held receivers (the size
of a paperback novel) Lo within a 25 meter accuracy.

MILITARY SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM COMMAND (MILSATCOM)
The Gulf War highlighted the increasing US dependency on MILSATCOM at both the Operational and Tactical
Level of Strntcgy. During Operation Desert Stonn, CoaliLipn forces made heavy use of sacellite communication.
At the outset of hosti litles the Defence Sacellite Communication System provided 75% of all
communication and

wa~

in{~r-thealrC

u.;cJ extensively to snpport intra-thealre requirements covering lrOop movement over

long distances nol supponahle hy rerrestrial systems. Some examples include moving two spare satellites into
the area to snpport the operations of VII Corps and [st

~1arine

Expeditionary Force (1 MEF). The Coalition also

posscssed numerous eommereial satellite communication scrvlees such as INTELSAT and INMARSAT. to
provide a snrge eapahility to supplement military fequiremenl<; for communication channels.
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Defen~
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Appendix 2
ORGANISATIONS REPORTING TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Through the Chairman, JCS
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